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ABSTRACT
The increasing attention given to aerodynamically generated noise
brings into focus the need for quality experimental research in this
area. To meet this need several specialized anechoic wind tunnels have
been constructed. In many cases, however, budgetary constraints and
the like make it desirable to use conventional wind tunnels for this
work. Three basic problems are inherent in conventional facilities,
high background noise, strong frequency dependent reverberation effects
and unique instrumentation problems. This report critically evaluates
the known acoustic characteristics of several conventional wind tunnels
and presents new data obtained in a smaller 4- x 5-foot wind tunnel
which is convertible from a closed jet to an open jet mode. The data
from these tunnels serve as a guideline for proposed modifications to
a 7- x 10-foot wind tunnel. Consideration is given to acoustic treat-
ment in several different portions of the wind tunnel. Model scaling,
data reduction techniques and instrumentation requirements are reviewed
It is concluded that meaningful acoustic data can be obtained in
conventional wind tunnels but only under specific conditions. The
overall technique will require a careful balance of acoustic treatment,
selection of proper model scaling and specialized experimental techniques
and data reduction schemes.
I. INT'RODUCTION
The subject of aerodynamically generated noise is becoming increas-
ingly important from both a military and civilian point of view. It is
expected that the full utilization of helicopters and other V/STOL
vehicles will depend on the ability to operate at acceptable noise
levels. One feature of the overall problem is the radiation of noise
from rotors, propellers, fans and other rotating devices.
Recent advances have been made in the theoretical analysis of
this problem but there is still a great need for meaningful experi-
mental data. This fact is underscored when one notes that current
rotor noise theory requires detailed aerodynamic data as input. In
order to obtain meaningful experimental data in this area, careful
attention must be paid to modelling the aerodynamics of a given
problem under controlled conditions in an environment which is suit-
able for acoustic measurements. This implies that experimental
research of this type is an order of magnitude more difficult than
standard aerodynamic tests since not only is dynamic similitude
necessary but the resulting acoustic signal must be received undis-
torted and reasonably free of background noise.
In order to obtain experimental measurements of all types of
aerodynamically-generated noise under controlled conditions the
acoustician or aerodynamicist is resorting more and- more to the use
of wind tunnels. Powered models or air jets have been installed in
the test section of both open and closed throat wind tunnels and noise
I
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measurements taken with microphones mounted both internally and
externally to the tunnel. Most of theseinvestigators will probably
admit that such measurements are questionable; certainly on an absolute
basis and possibly even on a relative basis. The reasons for the
uncertainty in the measurements arise from several causes. First,
one is faced with the background noise level which is present to
varying degrees in wind tunnels. This arises from various mechanical
sources associated with the wind tunnel fan and its power source; it
also results from noise generated aerodynamically by flow separation
from various parts of the circuit or from secondary or periodic flows
produced by the turning vanes; it is also produced by turbulent
fluctuations in the shear layer along the interior walls of the tunnel
or; in the case of an open jet, in the boundary between the jet and
the surrounding air.
Another problem arises from the reverberation produced by the
confining and reflecting tunnel walls. Any noise signal produced by
the object under study will propagate to the various tunnel components
and will be reflected and scattered which results in a distorted
signal at the receiver.
One other problem with obtaining reliable noise measurements in
a wind tunnel concerns the scaling of the noise measurements obtained
with the model in order to predict the levels which would be produced
by the full sized machine. Assuming certain scaling parameters to be
constant, one can make predictions, for example, of how the noise of
a given geometric rotor design will vary with the rotor size. However,
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if the model of this rotor is fairly small then one must be concerned
with Reynolds number effects, which could appreciably alter the noise
characteristics of the rotor (for example, that noise produced by
vortex shedding). A summary of some of the problem areas is given in
Table I.
The objective of this study is to critically evaluate the state
of the art in experimental aeroacoustic research and to provide base-
line data applicable to rotor noise studies currently underway. Three
clearly different avenues of approach are open to investigation;
design and build a completely new facility featuring specially designed
acoustic treatment for low background noise levels and incorporating an
anechoic test section, modifying an existing wind tunnel or the use of
a conventional wind tunnel in its present configuration.
The approach taken during this study consisted of two nhaseq na
review of the "state of the art" and some initial experimentation
and design computations to determine the feasibility of making noise
measurements in a conventional 7- x 10-foot subsonic wind tunnel with
suitable acoustic treatment. Various aeroacoustic facilities were
visited to determine their operational characteristics and to provide
baseline data for a design study. A survey of available theory was
made to determine if an adequate theoretical foundation was available
for design computations. It was concluded that supplementary experi-
mental data was required. Such data were obtained in a 4- x 5-foot
wind tunnel of plywood construction which is convertible from a closed
jet section to an open jet with anechoic chamber configuration. This
tunnel is presently in the development stage and thus complete
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operational characteristics are not available. However, this
configuration allowed determination of the effect of changes in test
section configuration on reverberation and background noise in
addition, temporary treatment at the tunnel elbows allowed the
collection of data on the effects of treatment in these areas on
reverberation characteristics. This work was supplemented by a
review of experimental methods and correlation techniques which may
aid in overcoming the acoustic disadvantages of a wind tunnel.
Emphasis was placed on dovetailing the findings of this study with
the current USAAMRDL rotor noise effort.
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II. PRESENT STATUS OF EXPERIJENTAL AEROACOUSTIC RESEARCH
AeEroacoustic Facilities Visited During this Studf
Five different aeroacoustic facilities have been visited and
evaluated. The variation in facility design objectives provide a
broad cross section of current thought in acoustic testing, ranging
from a multi-million dollar anechoic wind tunnel designed for some
particular types of experiments to the modification of an existing wind
tunnel for rotor noise studies. Some of the pertinent details and operating
characteristics are summarized in Table II. A detailed description of
various facilities is given below:
NSPDC Anechoic Wind Tunnel. - To date, the NSRDC wind tunnel represents
the most elaborate attempt to develop a facility for flow noise experi-
mentation. A plan view or this wind tunnel is shown in Figure 1. The
unique features are provisions for both a partially treated closed jet
and open jet test section and special mufflers at the inlet and outlet of
the fan. Both test sections are eight feet square. The open jet test
section is enclosed by an anechoic chamber which is provided with two
foot: deep wedges designed to provide good sound absorption down to 150 Hz.
A maximum design speed in the test section of 200 fps has been exceeded
b'ecaiase the aerodynamic efficiency of the tunnel is better than expected.
The tunnel is fabricated out of concrete to eliminate vibrational
problems associated with steel panels. Its foundation is isolated from
the bedrock to eliminate structure borne noise from other wind tunnels,
etc., which are located at NS.RDC. Acoustic isolation joints are provided
throughout the tunnel. In addition to the anechoic chamber and mufflers,
acoustic treatment is used on the walls in selected areas and the convex
6.
sides of the turning vanes are treated with acoustic dampening material
to prevent "singing". Special consideration was made in the fan design
to optimize diameter, rotational speed and blade strut configuration
for minimal noise output. Other than the special features incorporated
for noise studies, the tunnel circuit is of fairly standard design as
shown in Figure 1.
The 'crogSs-'section is generally rectangular with cotner fillets.
These have been provided to remove undesirable secondary flows which are
present in the corners of square cross-section channels.
One problem that the authors have determined will occur in this
facility is due to the constraints put on measurement locations by the
relatively small size of the anechoic chamber and length of the open
jet. This chamber is only 2.8 x 2.8 x 2.3, wavelengths 'at 1.50 Hz.
Noise measurements are constrained by staying at least-one wavelength
away from -the source and one-quarter wavelength away from the wDedges of
the anechoic chamber. To prevent scattering effects, measurement
positions should be selected that avoid the regions adjacent to the
collector miand the nozzle. The distance between the collector and the
nozzle set an upper limit on the maximum included angle for measurement
of directivity patterns. In the NSRDC tunnel 720 out of a possible 1800
can be measured. The anechoic chamber is designed for absorption down
to 150 Hz. At this frequency additional constraints of being 1/4 wave-
].engtls aw-a- from treated surfaces results in even further limitations
on the directivity measurements. If a source of finite size is used
there is no position in the anechoic chamber where accurate measurements
can be made at 150 Hz. In fact, assuming a reasonable size model,
accurate data probably cannot be collected below 350 Hz to 400 IHz
without violat~ing one or more of the usual constraints. Therefore, low
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frequency measurements are limited by the geometry of the test section
rather than the acoustic treatment. In this case a wedge designed for
a higher cut-off frequency would have allowed greater utilization of
the given space.
A similar problem can possibly occur in the closed test section of
this facility which is untreated. There is, however, five feet of acoustic
treatment at the nozzle of the open test section. This. treatment is
provided to attenuate the noise that is entering the open test section.
The remainder of the closed test section upstream of the open jet
nozzle is fabricated out of concrete. The fact that the walls are
untreated severely limits the frequency over which measurements can
be made. The cited constraints are typical limits to lcw frequency
...noise measurements in all the tunnels studied. However, they are
-discussed here because these problems will be critical in the NSRDC
tunnel because of the relatively small size of the anechoic chamber.
The incorporation of a closed test section probably limited to some
extent the size of the anechoic chamber. Whether this resulted in a
balanced design is questionable.
Careful attention was given to the design of the mufflers from
both an aerodynamic and acoustic point of view. The mufflers consist
of two sinuous baffles in the middle of the muffler and one along
each concrete wall. The baffles have perforated zinc-coated steel
_sheet facing with 20 percent open area that is backed with acoustic
absortive material. These were designed for the attenuation of fan
noise, particularly in the low frequency range. The profile of the
muffler walls was selected to minimize wake and turbulence generation
which could compromise the quality of flow in the test section.
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A 1/8 scale wind tunnel model was used to verify the aerodynamic
design. The most sifnificant problem area which showed up in the model
tests was a bad flow separation at the collector cowl in the open jet
test section. A redesign of the cowl cured this problem. The collector
was redesigned to reduce the size of the secondary vortex so that
interactions between it and the nozzle were greatly reduced.
O'erall-, the iS'IDC /ina :t{ui-lel "is -fairiy well designed and
incorporates latest design philosophy. However, there is some evidence
of cost constraints which compromised the usefulness of the facility
In particular, the anechoic test section is relatively small. Its
geometric constraints do not allow accurate measurements at the cut-
off frequency. There is also some evidence that the cross sectional
area in the muffler region is- relatively small creating higher than
-desirable flow vl-oc-iti-es 'in-tlhis :i:orl-and the possibility of'f low
noise.
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United Aircraft Research Laboratories Acoustic Wind Tunnel. - This
facility, although not as elaborate as the NSRFC tunnel, is also
designed specifically for aerodynamic noise studies. As shown in
Figure 2, it has an open jet test section located within a 16 ft. high
by 18 ft. x 22 ft. anechoic chamber, lined with 12 inch acoustic wedges,
capable of sustaining differential pressures up to one-third of an
atmosphere. The geometry and area of the test section can be adapted to
a variety of requirements by use of alternate final nozzle contraction
sections and jet collector pieces. Operating with an open jet length
of 4.5 ft. and a test section area of 5 sq. ft., the tunnel is capable
of a maximum test section velocity of 650 ft/sec (Mach number 0.61).
This condition produces a maximum Reynolds number of approximately 4.0 x
.10 per foot. The maximum test area is 10 sq. ft. with a corresponding
maximum testing velocity of 300 ft/sec.
A large lcw-velocity inlet of square cross section has been provided.
A honeycomb section is located immediately downstream of the bellmouth of
this inlet to suppress large eddies. Honeycomb cell size is one-eighth
inch, giving an effective length to diameter ratio of 144 in each cell.
Up to seven removable turbulence screens can be inserted in the flow
path downstream of the honeycomb, with min-imum turbulence achieved by use
of screens having a pressure drop coefficient of 1.6 q. After contraction
through an area ratio of 16:1, mainimum turbulence levels of 0.05% can be
achieved in the test section. Higher turbulence levels, for tests requiring
controlled turbulence levels, are achieved by the installation of turbulence
rods in the airstream.
The anechoic chamber housing the tunnel test section permits measure-
ments in the far field of sound generated in the test section. All] surfaces
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of this chamber are lined with commercial acoustic fiberglass wedges
having a large normal absorption coefficient for medium and high-frequency
incident sound (a =.99). The low frequency free-field cutoff condition,
determined by wedge geometry, is set at 250 Hz for this chamber. The
wedges were formed by fiberglass blankets of varying length.
The air supply system consists of a 1500 hp induction motor driving
,a sing]:e -stage; backward curved vane, centrifugal fan. The fan sfteed is
1800 rpm with flow rate controlled by variable vanes located in the fan
exit. Low ambient noise levels in the anechoic chamber are achieved by
use of a muffling section between the fan and the diffuser. The muffling
section consists of two acoustically lined corners located between two
additional parallel baffle sections. Resulting fan attenuation varies
from a minimum of 30 db (low frequency) to a maximum of 60 db over the
frequency range of 25 to 10,000 Hz. A three-stage diffuser is locatad
upstream from the mruffling section. Diffusion through a total area ratio
of 5.6 is achieved by the use of a cylindrical settling section between
two conical diffusing stages.
Provision has- been made for supporting a variety of models within the
airstream. When isolated airfoils or cascades are to be tested, a test
section with two hard closed walls (to support the model) and two open
sides (to ailcw the noise to radiate out) is provided. :Power is available
for driving propeller and compressor models immersed in the airstream.
All instrumentation and control room, adjacent to the anechoic chamber,
houses required recording and analysis equipment.
One operational problem did crop up in the initial use of this
facility which is of interest. A strong edge tone was encountered
whose magnitude is a function of the distance between the nozzle and the
collector coowl. The strong dependence on this length parameter is easily
1
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understood, if one considers the feedback mechanism involved with a
disturbance originally generated at the nozzle lip being convected
downstream in time to impinge on the collector cowl and generate a
new disturbance which propagates back in phase with another disturbance
being generated at the nozzle. Obviously the phasing of this feedback
loop can be adjusted by changing the length at a constant velocity. A
"fix" in the case was found through the use of serrations at the nozzle
lip very similar to the leading edge devices being tried for the reduction
of rotor noise. The exact nature of the problem is depicted in a recent
paper by Patterson, et al. (1)*. Figure 3 is reproduced from this paper
and illustrates the tab arrangement investigated. Also plotted in this
figure is the effect of the tabs on the background noise spectrum.
Without the tabs the inter-collector resonance can be seen ii tie
.frequency range from 30 Hz to 1000 Hz. With 20 tabs around the nozzle
lip this effect is considerably reduced. However, above 3000 Hz these
tabs generate noise and increase the overall background noise by approxi-
r.ately 3 dB. Another type of "fix" for the inter-collector resonance
problem could be an arrangement for varying the open jet test section
length. Plotted in Figure 4, reproduced from Patterson, et al. (I), is
the effect of test section length on tunnel background spectra. It is
seen here that the background noise decreases with decreasing test section
length, which imiproves the signal to noise ratio. However, a minimum
test section length exists for a given experiment below which interference
* Numbers in parentheses refer to reference numbers.
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with directivity patterns occurs. This effect precludes the use of
varying test section length to reduce inter-collector resonance.
Another problem typical of an open jet test section is the deflection
of the jet by a lifting system model. This deflection will cause higher
velocity portions of the shear layer to impinge on the collector. This
will be an impcrtant noise source as shown by Patterson, et al. (1) in
Figure 5. For a four degree ude'flecti6n, T.hich is a moderate def-lec'tiofn
when considering testing of V/STOL lifting systems, a 10 dB increase
in background is observed. It was concluded that the effect is minimized
by using a large area jet collector. However Heyson (2) suggests deflections
of up to 30° are possible with model helicopter rotors. This large a
deflection could not be minimi.zed even with a reasonably large area
collector and is considered, by the autcho-s, an inherent problem associated
with open jet test seCtions. Antother .problem associated with the jet
deflection is the fact that there will be a recirculation in the test
section that could be ingested through the model rotor causing the model
noise to increase considerably. This w.ould create an inaccurate
prediction of full-scale rotor noise.
A further problem incurred with an open jet is shear layer refraction.
The findinlgs at UARL indicate that shear layer refraction effects are
important in interpreting open jet a.custic data. Work is being done at
U/iVt on an analytical method to provide corrections to the measured data.
Since the refraction is a function of the type and orientation of the
source, a correction for most practical experimental sources will be
difficult. More will be said about this problem in the following section.
A disadvantage of the open. return configuration of the UARL wind
tunnel is that outside background noise could cause problems. Background
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noise of the surrounding area, such as trucks and aircraftb, has a direct
airborne path to the test section, since it is open to the atmosphere.
This type of background noise is intermittent and uncontrollable. The
study at UARL reports that the atmospheric conditions have a negligible
or correctable effect on the aerodynamic properties of the tunnel, but
no consideration is given to the background noise from sources other
than the wind tunnel.
MIT Acoustics and Vibration Laboratory Anechoic Wind Tunnel. - This
facility is rather moderate in both size and cost when compared with the
two previously cited tunnels. However, it does represent a benchmark in
experimental noise research since it appears to be the first wind tunnel
designed specifically for this application in this country. An elevation
view of the wind tumiel is shown in Figure 6. In a manner similar to the
'UAPL tunnel, an open circuit design is used. Flow enters q 67 inrb cqajre
settling chamber having a honeycomb fabricated from soda straws and
several sets of screens. The honeycomb serves as a flow straightener and
as a muffler. A nozzle of 20:1 contraction ratio is used to provide a
15 inch x 15 inch jet of low turbulence air in the test section which is
maintained at below atmospheric pressure. Provision is made for both
open or closed jet operation. In the open jet configuration the flow
is collected by a cowl and is diffused in a combination muffler--diffuser
wherein it enters the inlet section of a 20 hp blower. The muffler is a
cruciform wedge placed in the circular diffuser duct. This blower and
associated drive motor is mounted on a concrete block which is isolated
from the building foundation. A turbulence level of less than 0.1%
is achieved in the jet. The test section is enclosed by a concrete
block room which serves as either an anechoic chamber or reverberant room.
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This convertible arrangement is achieved by simply removing the acoustic
treatment from the hard walls.
The diffuser-muffler in this wind tunnel was designed to attenuate
blower noise before it reaches the test section. The overall interior
dimensions and flow resistance of the fiberglass lining are set to
produce quarter wavelength effects over the range of the blade passing
frequency, 150 Hz to 300 lIz. The transmission loss of the muffler and
diffuser, as reported by Hanson (3), is shown in Figure 7. The maximum
transmission loss occurs at 320 Hz, this corresponds to an attenuation of
nearly 4 dB per foot of duct. This muffler has good attenuation
characteristics through moderately high frequencies. However, high
frequency noise could still. be heard in the test section. This was
eliminated when the downstream honeycomb was installed. This effect
was at:tributed to- thle..high frnrillrncv- ;ttPr-nuatSnn chr r - c;tcc-of :h,
soda straws.
A problem that came up in the background studies of this tunnel was
an unacceptable high background noise level with the reverberant chamber
in the frequency range from 200 Hz to 1000 Hz. This was attributed to
excited wall panels (600 Hz) and the excitation of the first cross
resonant mode of the duct (560 liz). This problem was alleviated by
sand loading the involved wall panels. This approach increases mass
and damping without changing the stiffness. The background noise
levels in the reverberant chaiber with the closed test section are
plotted in Figure 8, from Hanson (3). The dashed curve is the background
noise levels with the original ducts. The solid curves are background
noise levels measured after the walls had been sand loaded.
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This facility also encountered a collector resonance similar to
that in the UARL wind tunnel. In this case, the resonance was
eliminated by changing the shape of the collector.
The open return configuration of this facility, like the UARL
tunnel, allows a direct airborne path for extraneous background noise.
Although this wind tunnel is entirely indoors, background noise from
other laboratory 'equipment may cause problems. Depending on the type
of equipment, this background noise can be controlled by conducting
experiments when it is not operating.
The objections to an open jet test section have been discussed
previously. The other mode of operation for this tunnel is a closed,
hardwall, test section. This configuration is suitable only for
measurement of radiated sound power.
-The convertible feature of anechoic/reverberant chamber in this w:
tunnel allows more flexibility in noise measurements than in a tunnel
with an anechoic chamber only. Sound pcwer measurements can be carries
out in the reverberant mode, while directivity patterns can be measurE
in the anechoic chamber.
MIT Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics Wind Tunnel. - This
facility is of interest to this study because it represents a modifica'
of an existing wind tunnel. A lot of valuable information is connectec
with the reconstruction of this facility since a step by step evaluatic
of various types of. acoustic treatment is available.
The wind tunnel is depicted schematically in Figure 9. It is of
wood construction and originally a closed jet, closed return design.
A section of the test section has been removed to allow for a 4 1/2 x
ind
ed
on
on
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7 1/2-foot octagonal free jet. The flow is collected by. a porous cowl
which has worked out quite well. Acoustic treatment in the form of
fiberglass wedges has been placed at the two vertical walls at each end
of the wind tunnel. This treatment has been very effective in reducing
fan noise. The turning vanes have also been acoustically treated,
apparently with little or no reduction in the aerodynamic efficiency-.
This treatment was a fiberglass blanket on the pressure surface of the
turning vane.
An anechoic chamber is provided which is rather unique since its
interior surface consists of a porous metal backed with acoustic treat-
ment. The original intent was to add acoustic wedges to the walls to
achieve a more or less standard acoustic treatment. However, the porous
ywall served to both provide adequate attenuation of sound to the exterior
surroundings and to provide adequate absorption above 600 Hz. Thus no
additional acoustic treatment has been provided at this time.
The effect of these acoustic treatments on background noise, reported
by Bauer and Widnall (4) is shown in Figure 10. The original background
spectrum is plotted along with background spectra with the various treat-
ments in place. After the wedges were installed the background noise
increased in the low frequency band and decreased at higher frequencies.
Wi!en the hard test section walls were removed the background noise was
reduced since the acoustic energy is no longer confined to the test
section. A further reduction was obtained when the turning vane treatment
was installed. When the microphone was moved out of the open jet, the
background noise was again reduced. In this case the microphone self noise
has been eliminated by moving the microphone out of the flow. The lowest
background level was obtained after the anechoic chamber was in place.
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This spectrum is nearly flat above 1000 Hz. Care must be taken in
interpreting quantative effects of the treatments due to these background
levels, since the test section velocity and microphone position vary
in each case.
A further indication of the effects of acoustic treatment is the
transmission loss between the return section and the test section. This
is shown in figure. 11, :'taikn Yrom B'auer and Widnall (4). The test
procedure is also sketched in the same figure. The transmission loss is
the difference in sound pressure level between point A (return section)
and point B (test section). In this case the transmission loss is along
a number of patihs. there are two airborne paths and the structural path.
Because of the complex internal geometry of the tunnel, these
transmission losses only give a qualitative idea of the effect of the
modifications.
One objection that can be raised concerning the acoustic treatment
of this tunnel is the use of acoustic w.~edges in the flow. The acoustic
wedges have a maximum depth of 18 inches. These are placed in the tunnel
in locations where the cross section dimensions are 8 feet. This blockage
causes a drop in maximum test section velocity from 140 feet per second,
before the wedges are installed, to 120 feet per second after installation.
Bauer and Widnall (4) suggest the wedge is chosen to attenuate acoustic
energy above 250 Hz. A 2 to 4 inch thick fiberglass blanket having a
sound absorption coefficient of approximately 0.9 at 250 Hz would
attenuate this acoustic energy without the blockage penalty.
BB & N Anechoic Wind Tunnel. - Another rather modest anechoic wind
tunnel is available in the Cambridge laboratory of Bolt, Beranek and
Newman. The facility is illustrated in Figure 12. This tunnel operates
in the suction mode (i.e., the pressure in the test section is less than
atmospheric). Air enters the room through a 15:1 contraction ratio nozzle
at speeds varying from 20 to 120 fps. Two nozzles are available; a 1]6
inch square cross section or an 18 inch diameter round cross section.
The chamber is of plywood construction and is generally operated in a
semi-reverberan!t moi.e. Cotton batting is sometimes used for sound
absorption. Because of the rather flimsy construction the acoustic
characteristics of this facility are questionable. No data are available
to the authors which would allow quantitative evaluation.
The University of Maryland 7- x 10-Foot Wind Tunnel. - This facility
was not visited during this study but is of interest because it is a
conventional closed return, low speed wind tunnel which is used for
i -v JlltiCi li-St. b , .- .. ULL U CO--- . IX-Ll--
treatment is provided in the test section in the form of standard
acoustic tile. According to a private communication with personnel
at the Naval Ship Research and Development Center, successful noise
studies have been achieved in the frequency range above 500 Hz.
Ex erimental Investi ation of the Acoustical Properties of Wind Tunnels
In addition to the specially designed facilities mentioned in the
previous section, several detailed investigations have been initiated
to determine the acoustic properties of other available facilities.
The large scale, 40- by 80-foot wind tunnel at the NASA-Ames Research
Center, shown in Figure 13, has received considerable attention.
Hartman and Soderman (5) and Hickey, Soderman and Kelly (6) found that
the acoustic properties were comparable to the classical semi-reverberant
18.
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room. They suggested a calibration curve for the facility. 'lThis
calibration is obtained by considering the difference between sound
pressure level at a given distance from an omni-directional source
with the sound pressure level at the same distance from the source in
the free field. These results were obtained experimentally with a
white noise source. No att-emrpt was made to consider tunnel respons.
in frequency bands or with pure tones.
Cox (7 and 8) made a detailed analysis of the background noise
in this facility. lIe concluded that a rotor noise investigation would
be possible. A full scale rotor, with standard and tapered tip blades,
was utilized in a research program on rotor noise radiation at high
tip lMach number. The reverberation correction of Hartman and Soder man
was applied to the data obtained which then agreed with flyover data
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a theoretical analysis of noise radiation due to drag divergence and
thickness effects at high advance ratio and tip Mach number.
The work of Hartman and Soderman was extended by Bies (10).
The approach taken was to develop and test data acquisition and data
reduction procedures which would be compatible with the goals of a
given test program, No at:tezmpt was made to modify the tunnel for
reduction of background noise. The sources that could be studied
were restricted to those that were sufficiently above the background
levels measured. This study developed a procedure for obtaining
forward and backward radiated sound pow0er levels and total radiated
sound power measurements from upstream and downstream sound pressure
level measurements. By considering portions of the tunnel upstream
and downstream as reverberant volumes and measuring sound pressure
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levels in these regions, data reduction techniques were devised to
give radiated sound power. The tunnel was calibrated with an omni-
directional source to develop these data reduction techniques. This
procedure would give answers to whether most of the noise radiation
propagated forward or aft of the flight vehicle. Radiated power
measurements ,'ith calibrated sources proved to be reasonably accurate.
A porous pipe -nmicrophone was developed during the study which proved
to have better performance in a flow than the standard BrUel and
Kjaer 1/2-inch nose cone wind screen when oriented in the direction of
the flow. The general results of the sound propagation study in the
Amies 40- by 80-foot wind tunnel appear to be applicable to any large
closed test section, air return wind tunnel.
Fur'ther work along these lines of Hlartman and Soderman and Bies
were described by Arndt and Boxw.ell (11) in an unpubl.i-shed report.
Their work was concerned with the acoustic characteristics of the
USA lA:MiDL 7- x 10-foot wind tunnel. Of particular interest was the
determination of reverberant response in frequency bands. This work
indicated that the reverberation was strongly dependent on frequency
and a reverberation correction based on overall response to a white
noise signal would be totally inadequate. Since this work is of
:difrct ihterest to this study, it is reviewed in detail in the experi-
mental section of this report.
An acoustical evaluation of the NASA Langley 30- x 60-foot wind
tunnel was made by Ver, Mainme and Meyer (12). The approach here is
again to find experimental procedures and data reduction techniques
to make acoustical measurements. No attempt is made to reduce the
ambient noise of the tunnel. The background noise present is con-
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sidered one of the limitations of' the tunnel tb sourdces' that can be
tested in the tunnel. The authors suggested that for a direct sound
measurement with an accuracy of 1 dB the signal to noise ratio should
exceed 6 dB and the measurement distance should not exceed half the
hall radius. The hall radius is defined as the distance where the
sound pressure of the direct field equals the space average sound
pressure of the reverberant field. The investigation of this facility
included a study of background noise, wind tunnel response and the decay
characteristics. A limitation, in determining sound power output, was
use of only an omni-directional source, since the test section was found
not to be diffuse. A generally valid relation between the space
averaged sound pressure level in the test section and the sound power
output: of an unknown source could not be found. The study in this facility
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waind tunnel and the Penn State's Aerospace Engineering Department wind
tunnel. The Langley study indicated that a quantitative evaluation of
the effectiveness of a sound absorbing wall treatment in a small-scale
model was needed. By gradually adding sound absorbing treatment to
various hard interior surfaces the optimal location and the minimum
amount of sound absorbing material required to yield a desired result
can be determined.
To reports by Schultz (1.3 and 14), describe an acoustic study of
the German Laboratory for Air and Soace Travel (DVL) Subsonic Wind
Tunnel. This wind tunnel is similar to the Aerospace Department tunnel,
except the fan is located just upstream from the first corner beyond the
test section. The approach taken in this program was to first evaluate
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the acoustic properties and limitations to noise studies of the. DrL.
wind tunnel, then apply modifications to the tunnel to reduce these
limitations, i.e., sound absorbing material to reduce ambient noise
and finally to test the performance and acoustical properties of the
wind tunnel after modifications. This was carried out in two parts.
The first part. of. the study was the preliminary evaluation and sugg-Ested
modifications. The second part of the study evaluated the effects of the
modifications on the wind tunnel properties and included initial
noise measurements in the DVL wind tunnel. The modifications proposed
in this study were concerned primarily with background noise from the
fan. It was originally suggested that an open jet be employed. The
reason for this was that the fan noise would spread in spherical waves
from the nozzle and collecting cone and decay rapidly, thus causing a
lower sound pressure level. in the test..section than if a closed jet
configuration was used. However, in later studies it became evident that
jet noise was a problem, after fan noise had been eliminated through
treatment. It was finally suggested that a porous or slotted closed jet
section with the walls adjoining deep, sound damped spaces might give the
best results. Other suggestions proposed were to apply sound damping
material at the bends upstream and downstream from the fan and also to
the walls between these bends. For the walls of the collecting cone,
sound dampening plates were suggested. It was also recommended that a
narrow, central sound dampener be placed lengthwise to the flow in the
diffuser. This study concluded by suggesting the need for a microphone
that, at speeds up to 180 feet per second, would not have a serious
self-noise problem.
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III. BACKGROUND INFORIATION
Overall Acoustic Response
Making acoustic measurements in a wind tunnel requires design and
modification guidelines and data correction procedures. Before these
guidelines and procedures are formalized it would be helpful to
theoretically predict the acoustic response of the wind tunnel. Know-
ing the sway in which a particular tunnel responds to noise in various
frequency bands determines what happens to the source noise signature
with regard to directivity and spectral content. However, a complete
analytical description of the acoustic response of a wind tunnel does
not exist. However, it may be possible to consider the tunnel in
several component parts which are idealized to match known acoustic
properties. The interrelation of these component parts may then be
dULE-uLilL.f1ed chirou -n a sLariscicai energy approachl as suggested by
Smith and Lyon (15). Thlis technique is probably limited, however,
to acoustic power. By considering the energy densities and volumes,
V., of the components and by determining the coupling coefficients,
the power balance equations can be written. These equations say
that the power introduced into volume V. equals the power dissipated1
in the remaining volumes V. plus the power transmitted from volume
Vi to volumes Vj, plus the power from volume V. dissipated in the
connecting ducts, minus the power transmitted from the volumes
V·j to Vi Thus a knowledge of the response of each component is
1
required. A knowledge of the power flow between the components and
the response of each component allows the determination of the response
of the tunnel.
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As an indication of what the idealized acoustic response of
various components might be, the nozzle may be considered as a special
class of horn. The wave equation for a plane wave travelling through
a variable cross section duct is given by
a22 2 92. 1 aA aAa + (1)2 2- ax 'x
ox
where
p a (2)
and 4 is the velocity potential. In the general case of a nozzle,
equation (1) would have to be evaluated numerically. A classic
solution to equation (i) exists for an exponential horn, where the
area variation is given by
A = A e.. (3)
This results in the foilowng equation
- a [ + m (4)
t o ox2 d :
The solution to equation (4) is of the form
-aax '[t --- 6 Be][Wt + x]l)= e [Ae -x] + Be] (5)
where
( = (6)
B = /2 m2/4 (7)
C = -- (8)
a
o
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In this particular case, the speed of propagation is given by
a
a' (9)
D1 _ 2/4m
The acoustic pressure is obtained from equation (5) through the
relation
P =~ p-- (10)
When the wave number C is equal to m/2 we have a situation where
the propagation speed is infinite and no propagation takes place.
This corresponds to a cut-off frequency of
ma
f = -° (11)c 4ir
below which acoustic radiation is nil.
Another important component is the tunnel test section. It is
desirable to mathematically model the test section in order to
assess the value of various acoustic treatments. The following is a
theoretical analysis, developed by Mangiarotty, Marsh and Feder (16),
to predict the attenuation of sound in ducts with varying cross
sections. This method also develops a duct lining optimization on
the basis of maximum reduction depending on the shape of the input
spectrum.
Assuming the sound pressure in the duct is low enough, the linear
wave equation is valid,
1 2 2 2 2
2a2 , 2 2 2 
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Separating variables and assuming harmonic waves traveling in the
positive z-direction along the duct,
p (x,v,z) = X(x) Y(y) Z(z) T(t)
where,
X(x) = C cos k x + S sin k x
Y(y) = Cy cos k y + S sin k y
Z(z) = exp (-ik Z)
T(t) = exp (iwt)
2 2 + 2
where, k k + k + k , k is the complex wave number of a wave
x y z
propagating in free air. From a superposition of these solutions,
a general solution is,
p = a. . Y Z4 T.
i=l -
The constants a. are chosen to accurately describe a particular sound
pressure distribution at the sound source end of the duct.
Now writing the derivatives of the wave equation in terms of the
separated functions,
2 - 2
YZT
ax2 aX2
9 2
.2. XY
P_ _ XYT
2 2
32P a2
a R.= a2 XYZ
at2 at2
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This leads to,
1 1 D2T 1 aX 1 2Y 1 a2z
a2- T t2 X X2 Y Dy2 Z Dz2
This can be further broken down into a number of ordinary differential
equations by means .of separation constraints.
A solution that represents a wave propagating in the axial
direction, restricted to one frequency component is,
Z(z) = exp (-ik z)
z
where k is the axial wave number
z
'The boundary conditions are
x = a, sin k a = O, k = m/a (m = 0,1,2,... )
x x
y = b, sin k b = 0, k = niT/b (n = 0,1,2,3,...)
Each solution represents a mode of propagation in a duct with width
a and height b. To solve a particular problem, a combination of modes
of modal order numbers m and n must be taken with different phase and
amplitude and matched to the sound pressure distribution at the source
end of the duct. .ByAintroducing the boundary conditions of acoustic
admittances L(0,a) and L(O,b) of linings in a duct of dimensions a
and b, the -sound attenuation of a broadband-resistive-resonator
lining can be calculated. Letting kz = a + i., then,
Z(z) = exp (-iaz) exp (Uz)
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This is the attenuation of sound pressure per unit length of duct in
the axial direction. In decibels, the attenuation between zl and z2 is,
P(Z1l )2~zz
D (z2 - z1) = 20 log ,p( 7> = - 8.68 8 (z2 - z)
then,
D = 8.68 B
is the attenuation per unit length.
The wave number kz, and also the phase constant 8 is obtained through
the wave number relation,
k = + (k2 -_ 2 _ k 2)1/2z - x y
To obtain the attenuation in the duct under the influence of
fVi.lw, tlC jCi:Lt LL LL tbuiLulLCe, bOUilUdLy layers ald o nher aerodynalic
effects can be taken into account by experimentally deriving the
lining characteristics under actual flow conditions. Eversman (17j
describes an analytical model siirdlar to this, but this analysis
begins with the non-linear wave equation, i.e., convective term
included, and derives the effect of Mach Number on the attenuation,
z 2
1 _- 2 1- M + [1- (1 M2) (k)211/2}.k -1T2 k
where "'I is the Mach Number of the flo-w in the duct.
Following the mathematical model described above, a design procedure
has been devised by Beranek (18) for the design of acoustic treatment
for a duct. This procedure is applicable to the plane wave mode of
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sound propagation neglecting end reflections for either a homogeneous
absorber or a resistive resonator type treatment. If the duct height,
h, the duct length, L, and the design frequency, f , of which maximum
attenuation is desired are specified, then the treatment depth, d,
porous layer thickness, t, honeycomb size, 6, normalized flow resistance
Rf/Pao, impedance, Z/pao, flow resistivity, R, and the theoretical
attenuation, Dh, for a length of duct equal to the height, h, or total
attenuation, D1 x L/h, can be predicted. Figures 14 and 15 contain the
calculation results for the AMIDL 7- x 10-foot wind tunnel. The
treatment for the floor and ceiling have been designed for maximum
attenuation at 400 Hz and the treatment on the walls has been designed
for maximum attenuation at 250 Hz. The design parameters for this
treatment are shown in Figure14 and the theoretical attenuation for each
treatment and the total attenuation is shown in Figurel15. The attenua-
tion assumes a treatment length equal to the duct height, h. This
analysis incorporated the concept of one treatment on the floor and
ceiling and a different treatment on the walls. The attenuation
curves shown in Figure15 cover a rather narrow band width while the
range of frequencies that require attenuation in a typical test is
rather wide. The attenuation predicted is very high. Results from
the Aerospace wind tunnel indicate that the predicted results may be
overly optimistic. This is due to the fact that other modes in
addition to plane waves play a major role. The assumption of end
reflections is also invalid. End reflections will be important as
long as treatment is not: pro.vided to attenuate these reflections.
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In addition, experiments indicate that sound waves, which are not-
reflected, can propagate around the tunnel circuit back to the test
section. End treatment alleviated this problem. Further details of
this design procedure are given in Appendix B.
Background Noise and Turbulence Problems
Turbulence induced noise can occur along the flow passages and
around the turning vanes of a wind tunnel. Along flow passages noise
can be generated by turbulence a number of different ways. When the
boundary layer along the wind tunnel walls is turbulent the wall
panels can be excited. The fluctuations within the turbulent boundary
layer, which would be broadband in nature, can cause the panels to
generate sound at the resonance frequency of the structure. The
turbulence in the boundary laver' can itself generate noise. When the
tulrlIilent!: l-vr i.v er ?kb ·c'A rl m - er i"r e e-'-- " g' of 
tion will occur, causing large turbulent regions. The eddies in
these turbulent regions will also generate noise in the same manner
as the eddies formed in an open jet. These generating mechanisms
car, also occur at the turning vanes, where turbulent boundary layers
and separation may also occur. In addition there is the possibility
of edge tones occurring and causing the turning vanes to "sing."
Considering the possibility of turbulent effects in designing a tunnel,
care should be taken to eliminate boundary layer separation. Additional
structural, integrity will raise resonance frequencies and eliminate
panel exicted noise.
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At first glance the use of an open jet, anechoic test section appears
to be the best method for obtaining acoustic measurements. However, there
are certain problems with this configuration which should not be overlooked.
One factor is the additional background noise inherent with the natural
mixing process of the jet. In addition an edge tone type of feedback
mechanism can exist between disturbances at the nozzle lip and disturbances
introduced at the collector cowl. Under certain conditions a strong edge
tone can result. This problem can generally be corrected by changes in
cowl design and varying the relative length of the jet. It should
also be recognized that the open jet will induce secondary currents in
"stagnant" portions of the anechoic chamber where microphones are placed
for the collection of acoustic data. If care is not taken, the induced
secondary currents will result in additional microphone self-noise.
refraction of the source signal as it passes through the mixing zone of
the jet. This refraction effect will result in a distorted directivity
pattern. For example an omnidirectional noise source placed within a
jet can appear highly directional.
As an example of how strong this refraction effect can be,
experimental data were gathered from the literature and cross plotted
to show this effect in Figure 16. An omni-directional source placed
along the axis of a jet has its directivity pattern shifted by
refraction to resemble a "heart-shape". The largest refraction
effect is in the 00 position, i.e., on the jet axis. At this position
a large dip occurs. This is called the refraction trough. Figure 17
reproduced from Atvars et al. (19), shows these refraction troughs for
various Mach numbers. Figure 16 shows the sound pressure level reduction
in the refraction trough plotted against jet Mach number. A linear increase
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in SPEI reduction above a jet Mach number of 0.1 is found for each frequency.
The data plotted here were obtained in a 3/4 inch jet, therefore, the
frequency and non-dimensional frequency parameter, fd/a , are shown. For
o
a typical rotor noise experiment in the Aerospace wind tunnel or the AMRDL
tunnel, the frequency parameter will be approximately equal to 1.0, i.e.,
the wave length of emitted sound is approximately equal to a typical test
section dimension. This should correspond to a large refraction effect that
must be considered in a typical experiment.
The above example is for a point source alone. Refraction is a function
of the type of source. A refraction correction for a simple source would not
be valid for a dipole or quadrupole source. Also the refraction by an open
jet is dependent on the orientation of the dipole or quadrupole axes. Since
model sources in the test section would be a superposition of various
elementary sources any refraction correction would be a function of the model.
The data in Figure 16 would be valid only for a monopole source in an open
jet. However, this curve does show that refraction can be an important effect.
Another way in which a jet can distort the source signal is by
scattering of sound by the turbulence in the open jet. The scattering
can influence the directivity pattern of the source signal. Scattering
has an attenuation effect on the incident sound.
Corr.ection ProcedQure
Unless. an ideal wind tunnel exists after it has been built or
modified to accormmlodate noise measurements, a great deal of experi-
mental and theoretical work remains in order to calibrate the
facility. The result of such a calibration would be a number of
corrections to be made to the data. These corrections would be
necessary for a number of reasons. In an open jet test section there
will be refraction and scattering due to the mean velocity gradient
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and turbulence in the shear layer. Additional background noise is
generated by an open jet which may interfere with measurements of
rotor vortex noise.
A further correction will be required for reverberation. This
type of correction will be needed in anything less than an anechoic
wind tunnel, which includes most of the wind tunnels built to date.
A reverberation correction would not only be a function of frequency,
but it would also be a function of the model being used. An early
attempt at such a correction procedure is shown in Figure 18 This
correction was developed for the NASA Ames 40-x 80-foot wind tunnel.
and is based on the semi-reverberant equation
1 4
SPL = FPiL + 10 log ( +) - 0.5
r2 R
l- --1, 
(ref 2 x 10- 4 dynes/cm2), PWL is the power level. (ref 10- 1 3 watts)
and R is the room constant in square feet. The room constant is
defined as
R S
-a
where S is the surface area of the "room" and a is the absorbtion
coefficient.
The idea behind such a calibration curve is that at a given
distance, r, from the source the difference between the free field
and semi-reverberant response can be simply substracted from the
data. Such simple corrections have in limited cases agreed with
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fly-over data. However, the correction is based on the overall response
to a broadband signal. Such a response curve masks the highly reverber-
ant response at lower frequencies as illustrated by the response curves
obtained in the M1ERDL 7- x 10-foot wind tunnel. A similar reverberant
response study will be required after any tunnel modifications are
completed.
Other noise measuring techniques have been investigated. Correla-
tion techniques may prove valuable in application to wind tunnel noise
measurement and correction procedures. One correlation technique
developed by Arai (20) can be used to measure the acoustic power of
an individual source in the presence of other sound sources. The
principle of this technique is developed here. The acoustic power,
W, radiated from a source is
T, = 3 dS; I = pv
where I is the power per unit area, S the surface area, p the near
field sound pressure and v the normal surface velocity component.
The quanity pv is given by,
2~Ip ~ 22
where.p and , v are the rms values of pressure and velocity,
respectively, and R is the correlationi coefficient between pressure
and velocity. The intensity, i, can also be expressed by
I=a I I = p a v
o C o
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where U is the normalized radiation resistance, pO the density of air
and a the velocity of sound in air. From this it can be shown that
W' s l ; = dS
w~here s is the weighted mean of . If the source is made up of a
number of elements, W is expressed as Wi, the power of the i-th source.
Comparing Wi the most intense radiators can be localized and the power of
an individual source excited simultaneously can be determined. The
measuring equipment is a nmicrophone in the near field of the source to
measure pressure and a piezoelectric accelerometer placed on the
source to measure acceleration. This is recorded on a 2-channel tape
recorder to be analyzed. An integrating circuit converts acceleration to
velocity. This correlation technique for measuring radiated power and
localizing the most intense radiators is possible in any case of noise
from vibrating surfaces, even in the presence of ambient noise, if this
is uncorrelated. This method is shown valid by Arai (20), except in the
lower frequency range, below 250 Hz.
Another correlation technicue has been developed by Cook (21) for
sound level prediction in the confines of a room and from multiple coherent
sources. This method can be used to predict the sound level received at a
receiver point in a room due to a noise source situated at another point.
This prediction is based on the unit impulse response of the room at the
receiver point due to an input at the source point. It also takes into
account all the room confinements, i.e., walls, floors, ceilings and their
acoustic properties such as reflection, absorption and diffraction. This
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correlation technique also predicts the sound power at a receiver point
due to partially coherent noise sources at any number of points. This
does not depend on any of the source points or receiver points being
in the confines of a room.
The mathematical basis for this correlation technique will be
presented here. Figure 19 illustrates a room with a source at point
A and a receiver at point R with various paths between the tw-o points.
When a time varying signal originating at the source is recorded at
R, the effects of the room have changed the original signal due to
lagging arrivals of multiple reflections. If white noise is input,
the recording is the unit impulse response of the room confines for
a source at A received at R. This can be shown by referring to
Figure 20 and defininr:
convolution operator
N (t) white noise signal
w
h (t) unit impulse response of speaker system
hRA (t) unit impulse response of the room confines
due to a source at A and a receiver at R
r (t) signal recorded at R
taking the cross correlation of N (t) and r(t), C ~(T)
w nL,r
2
C r(T) - c h (T) *hR ( () ].2)
n,r n s R,A
where an is the power of the signal N (t). By passing N (t) into the
n w w
speaker system and recording the output in anechoic conditions, h (t)
can be determined eerimenta Convolving both sides of equation
can be determined experimentally. Convolving both sides of equation
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(12) with the inverse of h (t), say [h (t)]
S S
-1 2 -1
[h (t)] * C (T) = O h (T) * [hs (T)] * h A(T)s n,r n s s RA
or
[h
s
(T)] * Cn (T)
hRA (T)= 2
n
If any sound signal, z(t), is input into the sound system at A, the
received signal at R is
r(t) = z(t) * h R(t)
In terms of correlations, which is best suited to many noise control
problems, this is
Cr(T) = C (T) * Ch (T)
whuere Ch is the auLocorrelation of h A(t)
To treat two partially coherent sources a(t) and b(t) at points
A and B, received at R as r(t), the approach is again to generate t:he
autocorrelation of r(t), Cr(T). If A is at a greater distance from
R than B is, the lag in time from A to reach R is p, disregarding the
initial common time lag, then
r(t) = a(t - p) + b(t).
Tt can be shown, by taking the autocorrelation of both sides that
C (T) = C (r) + Cb (T) + Ca (T + p) + Cb (i - p)
r a b ab ba
where Cab(T) is the cross correlation of a(t) with b(t). The power
in r(t) is given by Cr(T) at T = 0. The power due to the combined
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a(t) and b(t) is
C r(0) = C (0) + Cb ( 0) + 2 C b() (13)
The term 2 Ca,b(P) is the affect on the received power at R due to
partial coherence between a(t) and b(t).
As an' example to the use of equation (13) some simple cases wi'll
be illustrated, letting A and B be equidistant from R, i.e., P = 0.
Example (1) If a(t) and b(t) are noncoherent and if the
powers are equal, then C (0) = Cb(0) and Ca,b (T) 0.
Therefore, equation (13) becomes,
C (0) = a(0) + Cb(0)
ThuS tthfe powers of' a(t) -and bD (t) are added upon
a(t) or b(t) alone
Example (2) If a(t) and b(t) are fully coherent and if the
powers are again equal Ca (0) = Cb(O)
then a(t) = b(t) and the correlations are equal
Ca,b (T) =Ca(T) Cb(]).
Therefore, equation (13) becomes,
C a(0) = 4 Ca(0) = 4 C. (0)'a  o
Thus the Dower reaching R is increased by 6 dB
Equation (13) can be used-to predict -the power received at R
between these extremes. It takes into account partial coherence and
time lag due to A or B being at a greater distance from R.
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Equation (13) can be generalized to n sources, al(t), a2(t)
a (t) at points Al, A2, . . An. This generalization is
C(T) = C ( - pi.)
i,j ai' ajj
where i, j is the time lag between the signal from ai(t) and a.(t).
Generalized Scaling Laws
In order to achieve the goal of collecting pertinent aeroacoustic
data, it is necessary to briefly review the similitude laws pertaining
to this problem. Typically there will be several limitations on the size
of a model rotor due to both aerodynamic and acoustic considerations.
From an aerodynamic point of view, the size of a rotor must be relatively
small compared to the wind tunnel dimensions because of wall effects. On
the other hand, complete simulation of viscous flow ohenorrn. dclrtaltes
that the rotor should be as large as possible. From an acoustic point of
view there are three factors to be considered. First, we would like to
position our microphones close to the model in order to be in the direct
field of acoustic radiation. On the other hand, our microphones must be
positioned at least one wavelength away from the source if we wish to
make far field measurements. Thirdly, the model scale should be selected
such that the frequency range of interest is within the capability of
existing instrumentation.
The important scaling parameters are the Mach nrumber based on tip
speed, M = wR /a the free stream Mach number V / a ,
t o o0M V 
advance ratio, ji = - = - Reynolds number, uR c/v, and Lock number,
4 It wR
2Trpc R /I.0
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The Mach number criterion is probably the most important from- an
acoustic point of view after satisfying the usual constraints of being
in the far field and the direct field at the same time. Tile Mach number
criterion is satisfied by operating with wR the same in model and prototype
0
and at the same advance ratio in model and prototype. Hence, the tunnel
velocity should be the same as the full scale forward velocity and the
rotor speed should increase with a decrease in rotor size. Since the
Reynold's number is given by omR c/v, the equality of Reynold's number in
model and prototype cannot be achieved unless a pressurized tunnel is
used. For many noise mechanisms this may not be a problem. Serious
consideration should be given to this problem for vortex noise measurements.
The scaling of noise can best be estimated from the simple Gutin
expression
X D71nc) (T .-n- Ti O - c; '
-r ',~ ra Mt R 'nb ' e
er e
o
Now the thrust and torque are given by:
T , o w R°
o o
Q pw o R5
so that
3R KR
' b-n o (cos 6 - ) Jnb (bn M sin r)
Pn a o T MR nb e
o e e
In a proper test wR and M are constant, hence the rms pressure is
o e
proportional only to R /r. A similar conclusion is reached for thickness
and drag divergence effects. However, Reynold's number effects should
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more strongly affect the vortex noise. There is no complete solution
to the problem of simultaneously satisfying bMach and Reynolds number
other than operation in a pressurized tunnel. Some research should
be directed toward the question of whether blades, on a rotor for
example, can be artificially roughened to break up a strong tone due
to a strongly coherent wake structure at certain Reynolds numbers.
This type of problem is not new, but little consideration has been
given to the added complexity of aeroacoustic modelling.
The directivity of the sound is another important factor which
could be used conceivably to answer questions concerning the mechanism
of blade slap. Consider the equations for rotational, vortex and
thickness noise as written by Arndt (22)
(Rotational)
R ,, R R
t
pnl Ad1 p.%a'iM - [fcos ° + ] b sn 4 (l>)0 t r Mt "-
t e o
(Overall Vortex)
0 0 t R
(Thickness)
Ioo 2 2R R -
D P C bM CT (-,- - ( j (nb- M sin 6) d (-) (15)An .o o : c nD PR t M R
o o o
where K = Q/TRo, a number of order 0.1.
For the vortex noise we only have an empirical relation for the overall
sound level. For convenience consider the first mode in equations (14)
and (15) and assume that the argument of Bessel function is small
enough to use the approximation:
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For a two bladed rotor of constant thickness in the first mode the
equations may be written in the forn:
(Rotational)
2 5 o. K' 2p1 ' P a t [cos 6 + i sin 2 (16)
t
(Vortex)
R n)-0.2 o cos 6
p' % p a 2 (Rn) cos 00 t R
(Thickness)
p1 X 0 au Mt.  R sin2 6Pi oo t R'
where factors of R /R have been absorbed in the proportionality
e o
constants. T'he tirst term in the bracket of equation (16) represents
noise due to thrust and the second term represents inplane ("drag")
forces. The directionality and dependence on Mach number is different
for each source. For example, noise due to vortex intersection should
go like cos 6 sin 2 6 whereas shockwave formation should go like
sin 6. Vortex noise goes like cos 6 and thickness noise like sin 2.
Also note that the relative importance of various noise sources
depends on the Mach number. Thus, various noise sources could be
detected by varying microphone location and Mach number.
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Lowson and Ollerhead (31) suggest that noise sources in helicopter
rotors due to flapping and the like are small compared to the other
noise generation mechanisms cited. If the dynamic response of the
blades were to be modelled to simulate flapping noise from a heli-
copter the Lock number criterion would have to be considered. The
moment of inertia may be assumed proportional to the density of the
blade material and the blade proportions:
I % PbtCR m
The Lock number may be rewritten in the form:
R
L = 2T, p-
Pb t
or equivalently,
L = P 1
Pb (t/ o
where t/c is thickness ratio and a is the solidity ratio. Thus, if a
scale model blade were used, the Lock number would be the same in model
and prototype. Obviously, some construction problems would be
encountered in satisfying the Lock number criterion, but this effect
should be small.
A summary of the various scaling parameters is given in Table III.
Model scale is dictated by several considerations as previously described..
Wind tunnel veloci-ty is generally the same as the prototype forwar'd
velocity. Rotor speed will vary inversely with the scale of the model.
l.lis frequency will also scale inversely with model size.
The favorable effects of reduced scale are increased hall radius
(direct field large compared to tunnel dimensions), ease of satisfying
far field measurement criteria, measurements in frequency range where
background noise and reverberation effects are minimized, and m-inimization
of wall effects. On the negative side of the ledge, reduced size
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creates Reynolds number scaling problems, places higher harmonics in a
frequency range beyond the useful range of some instrumentation and
creates additional errors due to air absorption.
Thus model scale must be carefully selected to maximize the
usefulness of experimental data collected.
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IV, EXPE:RI 'IENTAL PROGRAM1
Summary of Previous Exterimental WTork
The pertinent experimental work carried out to date has been
performed in two wind tunnel facilities, the USA AiNIRDL 7- x 1.0-foot
wind tunnel and the Penn State Aerospace Engineering Wind Tunnel
which will be referred to as the Aero WiNnd Tunnel for the rest of
the report. In general, the experimental program consists of a back-
ground noise survey and determination of the wind tunnel response
to impulsive and steady state sound. Arndt and Boxwell(ll) give the
details of the experimental work done at the AMfRDL facility. This
work is summarized here for completeness and for comparison to the
data from the present study. Figure 21 is a planform view of the
AM2RDL wind tunnel.
The first phase of the experimental work at A1JLT was a free
field study of the sources to be used in the wind tunnel. Balloons
were used a, an impulsive source, to determine if the site used for
free field studies approximated anechl-oic conditions. An omni-
directional loudspeaker was then calibrated at the test site to
determine its power output and frequency content. This study
provided a baseline for comparison of the acoustic response of the
wind tunnel.
The wind tunnel response to innulsive sound was determined by
bursting balloons in the test section and measuring the decay in
.sound level. There were nine source locations in the test section.
Four microphone locations were used, varying from upstream to downstream
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of the test section. The variables of this experiment were microphone
location, source location and test section flow velocities of zero and
43 knots. Figure 22 contains measured reverberation times as a function
of frequency and microphone location. It was concluded from this
portion of the study that for noise sources located in the test section,
reverberation, absorption, and sound level decay are strong functions
of frequency. The immediate area of the test section showed acoustical
properties of a semi-reverberant sound field. The absorption charac-
teristics of the tunnel indicated a need for acoustic treatment in the
125 Hz to 4000 Hz range. A high primary decay mode appeared in the
test section but not in the diffuser indicating the importance of
test section acoustical treatment,
An omni-directional loudspeaker was utilized as a steady state
source positioned at three test section locations with various
microphone locations. From this portion of the experimental program
comparisons were made with free field conditions in termls of directivity,
decay and correlation. Figure 23 is a typical directivity pattern that
was obtained. Note that the directivity becomes more diffuse at the
90° and 270° positions corresponding to the points closest to the tunnel
walls. Figure 24 shows a comparison between broadband steady state
overall levels as measured in the free field and wind tunnel with a
6 dE per doubling of distance superimposed. These results indicate
an increase in the overall sound level of tunnel data over free field
sound levels. The rate of decay is less than 6 dBT per doubling of
distance typical of a semi-reverberant environment. Figure 25 pre-
sents a comparison between measured sound level in the tunnel and
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equivalent free field conditions. These data are plotted as a function
of frequency for a distance of 10 feet from the source. Figure 26
contains these data and also data for a distance of twenty feet from
the source, plotted with the measured free field sound level as a
reference. A narrow band analysis of the data was carried out to
determine the difference between measured tunnel and free field
broadband sound levels. Correlation techniques were used to obtain
a comparison betw.,een free field and wind tunnel sound propagation
properties. This showed a lack of correlation, independent of micro-
phone separation or distance from the source. It was concluded from
the steady state portion of the experiments that in the octave bands
between 12 Hz. to 1000 Hz there was a large amplification of the noise
signal referenced to the same signal measured in the free field. In
addition there Tas a loss of sound propagation directivity and corre-
lation. This was attributed to the diffuse field existing in the test
section.
The Penn State Experimental Programi
The Aero Wind Tunnel, which is currently undergoing modification
to an anechoic facility, was used as a test bed for obtaining compara-
tive design data. This facility can operate in the hard wall, closed
jet configuration or in the open jet mode with an anechoic test
section. Thus the extremes in test section configuration can be
evaluated. In addition, the plywood construction facilities temporary
placement of acoustic treatment at various positions to evaluate the
effects of treating other portions of the wind tunnel. A plan view of
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this facility is presented in Figure 27. The test program cons-isted
of source calibration in an anechoic chamber and reverberant room,
determination of the steady state and impulsive response of the wind
tunnel in four configurations and a background noise study.
ExDerimental Method
Source Selection and Calibration. - The source selected was a duodecahedron,
a regular twelve-sided polyhedron with 3 1/2 inch speakers mounted in
each face. The duodecahedron has a mean diameter of 12 inches and is
constructed of plywood. This source was calibrated in the Penn State
Noise Control Laboratory. Directivity patterns were determined in an
anechoic chamber. Calibration was accomplished with both random noise
in 1/3 octave bands from 63 Hz to 16,000 Hz center frequencies and at
9 pure tones in the same frequency range. Patterns about each of the
three principal axes were obtained and compared. A B & K Sine Random
Generator, Type 1024, was used to drive the speakers throughout the
calibration test program. A B & K 1/2" Condensor Microphone, Type
4133, mounted on a turntable with a 6 ft. boom was used in the collection
of all acoustic data. A standard B & K power supply and B & K Micro-
phone Amplifier, Type 2604, was coupled to the microphone. The output
signal was filtered by a B & K Band Pass Filter Set, Type 1612. The
resulting data were recorded on a B & K Level Recorder, Type 2305.
A B & K piston phone was used for calibration of the equipment. This
equipment was also utilized during the wind tunnel tests.
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The directivity patterns indicated that the source is omni-
directional up to the 2000 Hz 1/3 octave band. Above this frequency the
source no longer behaves as a point source. This can be attributed to
the coning effect of each speaker at high frequencies which prevents
coalescence of each individual speaker signal into an omni-directional
source. Integration of the directivity patterns allowed calculation of
the overall sound power level and the power level in each 1/3 octave band.
This power level curve is shown in Figure 28. These data were used as a
free field baseline for comparison to the data obtained in the wind tunnel.
Additional calibration procedures were carried out in a reverberant
room. The source was hung off center in the 4960 cubic foot room.
Three microphone locations were utilized to measure the sound pressure
level in 1/3 octave bands from 63 Hz to 16,000 Hz center frequencies.
Random noise (20 - 20,.000 HIz) was used as input at the same voltage used
in the anechoic chamber. The output signal was then amplified, filtered
in 1/3 octave bands and transcribed on a level recorder. The three
sound pressure levels measured in each 1/3 octave band varied only
slightly above 250 Hz, showing a true diffuse field. However, a satis-
factory diffuse field did not exist below 250 Hz. From these data the
overall power level, and the. power level in each 1/3 octave band were
calculated. The results are plotted in Figure 28 along with the power
levels computed from anechoic chamber data. The general features of the
spectra of radiated power are the samee but there is approximately a 3.5 dB
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discrepancy. This could be related to the differences in acoustic
impedances seen by the source in the two ideal environments. The
overall power levels obtained were 89.5 dB in the aneciloJc chamber and
93 dB in the reverberant room. This calibrated source was then used
to carry out experiments in the wind tunnel.
Background Noise Measurements. - The background noise associated with
the wind tunnel and surrounding envii:onmr-nt was a primary concern to
making noise measurements in the wind tunnel. The background noise
associated with the laboratory environment with a static wind tunnel
was found to be satisfactorily low except for the interrmittent opera-
tion of a few isolated pieces of equipment. These included a vacuum pump
used to operate a low density hypersonic wind tunnel, a compressor
used to operate a blow-down supersonic wind tunnel in the laboratory
and also to operate a No inch open jet in the anechoic chamber, some
machine shop equipment and a large transformer located in the building.
ilen this machinery was operating there was a high enough background
sound pressure level in the wind tunnel test section to interfere
with experiments. This background noise was low frequency in nature,
usually below the 160 Hz 1/3 octave band. The background noise
presented no real problem because of its low frequency nature and
where low frequency measurements were to be taken, they were taken
when these sources ·were off.
Additional background noise data were obtained in the test
section during wind tunnel operation. These data were collected with
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two different test section configurations, a closed test section and
an open test section with an anechoic chamber around it. One micro-
phone location was in the center of the test section, oriented into
the flow for each configuration. The microphone, when used to measure
flow background, had a nose cone on it. A second microphone location
was six inches below a 24 inch diamter hole in the floor of the closed
test section. A second nicrophone location with the open jet was
outside the jet flow but inside the anechoic chamber. This location
corresponded to the center of a large eddy structure induced by the
jet flow which was determined by probing with a rod with a tuft attached
at the end. Tlne three microphone locations are shown in Figure 29 as
microphone locations 21, 22, anrd 23. Flow velocities in the test
section ranged from zero to 100 mph, the maximum attainable. Figures
30 and 31 display the background spectra with flow at microohone
position 22 with the closed test section and anechoic cham-bner, respectively.
These curves are plotted as sound pressure level versus 1/3 octave band
center frequency. The general features of these curves are similar
and show approximately a 3 dB drop for each 10 rmph increment reduction
in flow velocity. The 10 and 20 mile per hour spectra for the closed
test section are higher than expected from the trend shown otherwise.
This was caused by a "scraping' sound from the motor, gear box or fan
which could have been due to a bad bearing although it did not occur
at other velocities or the same velocities with the anechoic chamber.
Comparison of spectra obtained with the closed test section and the
anechoic test section indicated a 3 to 5 dB drop in sound pressure
level with the anechoic chamber. This is illustrated in Figure 32.
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During this portion of the experiments, the fan rotational speed
and flow rate were measured. The fan in the Aero Wind Tunnel consists
of an 8 bladed axial fan with backward curved blades, 13 radial stators
downstream and 6 radial supports upstream. Figure 33 is a plot of
test section velocity versus fan speed. An almost linear relationship
exists between those two parameters as expected.
It was believed that most of the noise assoicated with these
background spectra was fan noise. As an indication of this, the
overall sound pressure level was plotted versus the logarithm of
test section flow velocity. This is shown in Figure34 plotted as
overall sound pressure level against log U . Above 40 miles per hour
a sixth power dependence on velocity exists as expected. Therefore
above 40 miles per hour fan noise dominates. Below this figure a
velocity cubed dependence is found.
Since the general shape of the flow noise spectra were found
to be similar for all tunnel speeds investigated, with the overall
level having a sixth power dependence on tunnel speed above 40 miles
per hour. an attempt was made to normalize these data as suggested
by Ver, Malme and Meyer (12):
SPLN (1/3 OCT) = SPL (1/3 OCT, U h) - 60 log1 0 (Ump)
.where .SPL
N
(1/3 OCT) is the normalized third octave sound pressure
level, SPL (1/3 OCT, Umph) is the third octave background sound
pressure level in dB (ref. 2 x 10- 4 dynes/cm2) measured for tunnel
speed U in miles per hour. The results are plotted in Figures 35
0
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and 36 with an indication of the range and average valves of the normal-
ized ambient sound pressure levels as a function of the third octave
band center frequency. Figure 35 contains the data obtained in the
closed test section configuration and Figure 36 contains the data for
the anechoic test sec.tion. Both sets of data were obtained from micro-
phone position 22. The scatter in the data is illustrated by the two
solid lines. In spite of a change in speed by a factor of two and one
half, the relative frequency content of the signal remains unchanged
and proportional to U6 For comparison, the range of the fan
fundamental frequency as a function of speed is plotted in the figures.
A corresponding shift in the spectrum shape is not evident implying
that there is a strong interaction between the fan noise and the
tunnel reverberation characteristics. A complete answer to this
nrohl Pm rin nnli-T hl} onhe A norl tt- A Ih-irninlh to ra -1,. n -f ,4 -- -rr -
wider speed range (which is not possible) and through narrow band
analysis. Thus it is apparent that the spectrum at any speed within
the range of measurements may be predicted from the relation
SPL (1/3 OCT, Umph ) = SPLN (1/3 OCT) + 60 log1 0 (Umph)
Reverberation and Steady State Response. - The next portion of the
experimental program was concerned with the determination of the
wind tunnel response to a source in the test section without flow.
The source was the calibrated duodecahodron described previously.
The wind tunnel configuration for this portion of the experiment is
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shown in Figure 29. This figure contains the twenty microphone
locations, the location of the source, the location of acoustic
treatment, and the test section configurations. Experiments were
carried out with the wind tunnel in four different configurations;
a closed test section without any type of treatment, an open jet
test section with an anechoic chamber around it, the closed test
section with acoustic treatment on the end walls of the test section
leg of the tunnel and the anechoic configuration with end treatment.
The end treatment used was two inch thick Owens/Corning Fiberglass,
Type 705. The sound absorption characteristics of this material
are presented in Figure 37. Approximately 240 square feet of this
treatment was applied to the end walls at the locations shown in
Figure 29. No treatment was used on the floor or ceiling. The
tretoi-ment wan i-nJtn111 i iTi n o r? mc'nner, unsce thee ;r'
interest was on the effects of treatment on the reverberation charac-
teristics which could be obtained with the tunnel in its static
condition.
The setup for these experiments utilized the same equipment used
during the calibration of the source. A sine-random generator was
used to drive the source at the same input voltage of 0.95 volts used
in the calibration with random noise. All acoustic data were collected
with a 1./2" microphone connected to a microphone amplifier, band-pass
filter set and level recorder. Reverberation data were obtained by
alternately switching the sound source off and on and recording the
resulting acoustic signal.
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Microphone locations 9 through 20 formed a 55 inch diameter circle
around the source. These microphone positions were 30° apart and were
used to obtain directivity patterns. Sound pressure levels were mea-
sured in 1/3 octave bands at each location. Figures 38 and 39 display
the typical directivity patterns obtained at 1/3 octave band center
frequencies of 500 Hz and 1000 Hz, respectively. The 00 radial
corresponds to the tunnel center line towards the diffuser and 180° ,
the nozzle. The dashed portions of the closed test section data
indicate the microphone was only 22 inches instead of 27.5 inches
from the source. This was due to wall interference at the 90° and
2700 positions. Each figure contains five directivity patterns,
corresponding to the free field, the closed test section, the closed
test section with end wall treatment, the anechoic chamber and the
anechoic chamber with end wall treatment. The closed test section
data, with and without end treatment, distorts the directivity patterns
in the upstream and downstream directions. This is especially prevalent
in the data presented in Figure 38. The highest sound pressure levels
are obtained in these two configurations. The anechoic chamber polar
plots also show some distortion but not as much as with the closed
test section. A close approximation to free field conditions was
obtained with the anechoic chamber with end treatment. As shown in
Figure 38 there is, however, some distortion of an opposite nature
resulting in sound levels lower than equivalent free field data in the
1200 and 1500 positions.
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At microphone positions 1 through 8 both sound pressure levels
and reverberation times were measured. Figures 40 and 41 display
sound pressure level spectra obtained at microphone locations 2 and
3. The dashed portions of these graphs indicate background levels.
The data indicate that the highest levels result in the configura-
tion with the closed test section with no treatment. Adding treat-
ment to this configuration results in a 2 to 3 dB reduction of sound
pressure level. The addition of the anechoic chamber without end
treatment allows an additional 5 to 6 dB reduction. The lowest
sound pressure levels and apparently minimum signal distortion is
obtained with the anechoic chamber with end treatment, where an
overall attenuation of 10 to 15 dB is realized over the closed test
section configuration. The best attenuation is in the range between
Z5U nz ana zuuu Hz, corresponding to the highest sound absorption
coefficients of the end treatment.
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A comparison of sound pressure level spectra at microphone locations
1 and 8 with data from the AIMvDL 7- x 10-foot wind tunnel is presented
in Figures 42 and 43. The kARDL data are the same data as plotted in
Figure 26 for a distance of 10 feet. Figures 42 and 43 are plotted
in a non-dimensional form.- The abcissa contains the non-dimensional
parameter, fcd/a , where d is the largest cross-sectional dimension
of the test section, fc, is the octave band center frequency and, a
o
,
is the speed of sound. The value used for a
°
was 1127 feet per second.
The ordinate is plotted as sound pressure level referenced to free
field. All these data were taken with flat spectral content input
from the source and the microphones in all cases were 10 feet from the
source. The dashed portion of these curves indicates predominately
background noise levels. The peaks of these curves are over the same
range but the AIMRDL peaks at much larger values. Annarentlv the
reverberation effect is enhanced by the steel plate construction.
Figure 44 is a display of primary and secondary modes of reverbera-
tion time for microphone locations 5 and 6 at preferred octave band
center frequencies. Reverberation times could not be found below
250 Hz because of external background interference. This external
source was the compressor that was mentioned previously. The primary
modes apparently are not frequency dependent and change only when end
treatment is added. Without end treatment the values of reverberation
time are about 2.8 seconds, when end treatment is added this value
drops to about 2.2 seconds. The reverberation time does not appear to
depend on the actual test section configuration. The secondary modes
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of reverberant times show erratic frequency dependence. The addition of
end treatment apparently attenuates many of the secondary modes found
without end treatment.
Results and Discussion
Background No:ise. - The collection of background noise data lead to the
conclusion that the fan noise dominates as a background source. The
sixth power of velocity dependence shown in Figure 34 reflects this
fact. However, below 40 miles per hour a velocity cubed dependence
exists. This probably results from the fact that the fan is operating
at a lower speed than it was designed for. The blade twist is no longer
correct at the lower speed and the blade is probably stalled in
regions close to the hub. This causes a broad wake and produces
noise. Fan pitch control could overcome this problem. However. the
fan is the dominate source of tunnel background noise in the test section.
Any noise reduction modification to the tunnel should be concerned with
this fact.
-A surprising fact can be seen in the measurements, displayed in
Figure 34. Both the data from the closed test section and with the
anechoic chamber are nearly the same level while 1/3 octave band data
;shkow a 3 dB to 5 dB difference. This is especially prevalent above
40 miles per hour. Also both sets of data follow the velocity cubed
and sixth power slopes rather well. This implies a strong reverberant
response by the wind tunnel to the fan noise. This fact is also shown
by the normalized data in Figures 35 and 36, since these normalized
curves show similarity to response curves of Figures 40 and 41. The fact
that the response curves are the same general shape as the normalized
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fan background spectra and the fact that these sets of curves both show
maxima in the same frequency range also implies a strong wind tunnel
reverberant response to the fan noise.
Steady State Response. - The effect of the various treatments used was
assessed from the steady state response data. The directivitty patterns
obtained, indicated that the closed test section without end treatment
results in a highly distorted acoustic signal. Adding end treatment
attenuated some of the reverberant response but the directivity pattern
was still distorted. The anechoic chamber provided a large drop in
signal distortion over that realized with the closed test section
configurations. Directivity patterns in the anechoic chamber showed a strong
similarity to the expected free field patterns. End treatment coupled
with the anechoic test section gave the best overall results. T'he
deviation from the expected free field noise pattern was within 3 dB.
Measurements of spectra also indicated that the least signal distortion
was obtained with the open jet configuration and end treatment as expected.
The reverberant response of the two wind tunnels when suitably
normalized with respect to a characteristic length and acoustic velocity
las a similar frequency dependence. The steel panel construction of
the AIRDL wind tunnel produces considerable enhancement of the reverbera-
tion effect. These data also indicate qualitative comparison can be
made with different wind tunnels of approximately the same configuration.
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Impulsive Response. - The effect of end treatmient was apparent in
reverberation data. The primary mode reverberation times were reduced
by about 20 percent with the addition of end treatment. At the same
time, secondary modes, especially at higher frequencies were completely
eli[minated.
One feature noted in the closed t-ests section widthout end treatment,
-was a 'eveling off or even a slight increase oYr the signal during
decay, followed by a return to the same decay rate. This is shown in
Figure 45. In checking, it was found that the interval between these
"bumps" in the decay was 0.08 to 0.12 seconds. The time for sound to
travel around one circuit of the tunnel is 0.105 seconds based on
centerline distance. Therefore, these '!bufMps" were probably due to the
:decaying signals completing one circuit around the tunnel. This
-oeurrenece was suppressed with the 'araechoi-c ch-amnber a-rid wras -coirn'ieteIlv
eliminated when end treatment was added with either test section con-
figuration.
From the measured ieverberant times, Tr, absorption coefficients
could be calculated from the Sabine formula,
.049 V
S T
r
Using the cited data and the wind tunnel volume, V, of 5000 cubic feet
and surface area, S, of 2950 square feet, an average absorption
coefficient, C, of 0.24 without: treatment alnd 0._29 . _ith end treatment
was computed. For comparison the steady state sound pressure was used
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to predict the absorption in the form,
4 WPo a
p2S
This results in a prediction of o = 0.086 about one-third of the value
found using the Sabifne formula. This type of disagreement impiies that
.the application of simple reverberation theory to a'complex geometry,
skuch as. a Wind. tunnel,, i.s not sufficient.
An attempt was made to predict the sound power of the source
using the steady state data taken in the wind tunnel and the previously
cited relation for a semi-reverberant chamber:
2 1 4
PWL = SPL + 10 log 0 J2a°4~r2 &SJ
p 4'4rr
PWL = power level of the source (ref. 10- 1 2 watts)
SPL = sound pressure level (ref. 2 x 10 dynes'cm2)
r = distance from source where SPL was measured
-12W = reference power, 10 watts
0
22 -4 2p2 =reference pressure, 2 x 10 4 dynes'cm?
a= the absorption coefficient calculated from
reverberant times
S = wind tunnel surface area
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The power levels obtained are shown in Figure 46 along with an
average of the calibrated power levels in Figure 28.
Two cases were used for t1he sound pressure level to predict
power levels. These were microphone position 8 with the closed test
section and microphone position 7 with the anechoic chamber. The
-.powaer-lervels froum the microphone position 7 agrees well with the
cal'ibratJ.d power level. However: the data from n-icrophone .posiiJ:rn
8 does not agree with the calibrated curve. T'his fact indicates that
the simple theory used here is not suitable for application in the
complex environment of the wind tunnel.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
The body of this report contains an evaluation of existing
aeroacoustic facilities, a review of theory which may offer some guidance,
and a sunmary of experimental data on the acoustic response of wind
tunnels. From this rather scanty body of knowledge, one is-faced with
arriving at a decision regarding the suitability of using a- c;v.t]Jai
wind tunnel for aeroacoustic research. It is concluded, with some
qualification, that meaningful data can be collected in a low speed facility
such as the USAA'RDL 7 x 10 wind tunnel. The reservation is that extensive
acoustic treatment is required, special data aquisitions techniques are
necessary and careful consideration must be given to the selection of
model scaling and the types of experiments that can be accomplislhed
-success-fu'1y.
As far as is possible, specific suggestions are given concerning the
type of acoustic treatment required. In certain areas, specific data on
the USAARTDL facility are lacking and problem areas can only be anticipated
without offering specific solutions. A discussion of facility limitations
and suggestions for further work are also given.
-Recomie-nmdatbions -f-or funnel Modifications
Any modification program should be aimed at the test section. Based
on a:L that is knovnm, acoustic treatment in this area will reap the most
benefit. In considering what should be done, there are several factors
that must be considered. Consideration should be given to a balanced
design, i.e., all possible uses of the tunnel should be considered.
Aeroacoustic research may only be a fraction of the test program. With
this in mind, any modifications should not result in a loss of capability
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for testing in other aerodynamic fields. Secondly, the modifications
should provide a quantum change in the acoustic properties of the tunnel
as it now stands. Thirdly, the whole program should be carried out at
reasonable cost.
The approach that most-closely satisfies the constraints involved
appears to be the use of a closed test section with resonant absorbDer
type treatment as developed in the NASA Quiet Engine Programm. Thi-s
treatment would be backed by standard fiberglass absorptive material to
insure treatment over a wide frequency range. Of the eleven aeroacoustic
facilities cited in Table II, none have used this approach. With this
in mind, the pro and cons of the various avenues of approach should be
considered in detail.
It has .ben accep.tie without question that an open jet ffeilirty~
-with an- anechoic test section is the best possible solution. Tlete ar
however manv problems associated with this type of facility which should
be kept in mind.
The aerodynamic properties of a given wind tunnel will change
drastically if converted from a closed test section to an open jet mode.
Severe flow instability can be encountered and has been experienced
in some facilities. This problem is overcome through proper collector
cowql design. No~t to be discounted is the extensive region of turbu]lieni flow
induced in the mixing zone of the jet. Large scale velocity fluctuations
are sensed even at the centerline of the jet. Measurements of iVon Frank (23)
shown in Figure 47 indicate that an open jet leaving the nozzle with only
a 0.07% turbulence level has a turbulence level of 1.25% at the centerline
at 2 diameters from the nozzle. This is due to the intermittant incursion
of large scale eddies from the mixing zone. Measured values of near field
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pressure in an open jet, reported by Barefoot (24) are shown in Figure 48.
The numbers in parentheses are the sound pressure levels equivalent to a
jet velocity of 100 meters per second. The upper portion of the diagram
corresponds to data obtained in a jet with a 10:1 ellipsoid of revolution
placed in the potential core. The lower portion of the graph contains
data for an unperturbed jet, Inspection of these data indicate that
mJi:4rophone placement within the anesch!dic t'&,t 's'ectiibn wcill be s'&'ev'ere],
limited and complete directivity patterns will be difficult if not
impossible to obtain, Further problems with an open jet are evidenced
in the refraction effects suffered by the sound field passing through
the shear region surrounding the jet. Experimental data demonstrating this
effect where presented in Section III (Figur.s 16 and 17). Under certain
Ccn:t.rcns rtfraction corrections wot.-L, b M:.,r"eez:'*s-*-'cfr t=-s 
:elQ.p0iica1ced so-urce system associated wi;th a rotor will be very unwieldy.
The refraction correction is a function of the type and orientation of
elementary sound sources. Any analytical correction would necessarily be
a function of the test object and it would be difficult to predict.
Another problem that has been experienced in open test section
configurations is inter-collector resonance. This problem has been
experienced in the NSRTDC Anechoic Wind Tunnel and the United Aircraft
Research Laboratories Acoustic TWind Tu}nnel which is, described in. Section IT.
The edge tone mechanism occurs when a disturbance originally generated
at the nozzle tip is convected downstream in time to impinge on the
collector cowl and generate a new disturbance which propagates back in
phase with another disturbance being generated at the nozzle. The problem
was resolved for the NSR)C wind tunnel by modifying the collector cowl.
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The modified collector reduced the size of the secondary vortex so that
interactions between it and the nozzle were reduced, but they were not
completely eliminated. One solution suggested by the UAPL staff was to
vary the length of the jet since the edge tone is a strong function of
jet length. However, this possibility was excluded because the length
would have to be reduced to a point where the collector and nozzle
would interfere with directivity patterns due to scattering.. Thi
final solution used in the UARL wind tunnel was to use a tab arrange-
ment to break up the disturbances at the nozzle. This reduced the
background noise in the range below 3000 Hz but increased the background
noise by 3dB above this range, as shown in Figure 3. The inter-collector
resonance was a critical problem in the NSRDC and UARL wind tunnels
until some type of solution was found to minimize it. Other oip6eb'e
test sections probablv have a similar effect but it :iq nmi;i: ale
to a fortuitous combination of jet length, jet velocity and collector
shape. The edge tone occurrence will have an effect which may or may
not be mlinimized. In addition to the turbulence and refraction effects,
the open jet induces a circular pattern of flow within the anechoic
chamber which can induce self noise at the microphone.
Further problems with open jet configurations are evidenced when
testing high lift systems. Jet deflection occurs, which in some cases is
severe, producing a flow situation in the test section which is distinctly
non-uniform resulting in additional background noise, flow instability
and self noise at the microphone. It is also difficult to correctly model
the aerodynamics of a high lift system in an open jet. A quote from
Heyson's (25) study of jet boundary corrections for V/STOL aircraft
models illustrates the problem: "Under similar conditions with an open
floor, large distortions of the lower boundary will occur so that, in
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practice, the corrections will be indeterminate. For this reason the
use of completely open wind tunnels for low speed and high lift
coefficient testing is not recommended".
The jet deflection will cause further problems by increasing the
background noise levels. This has been investigated at the UARL Wind
Tunnel-and results are shown in Figure 5. This results in a 10 dB
increase for a 4 degree deflection. The mechanism for this ?inrcs,e
is the fact that higher velocity portions of the shear layer impinge
on the collector lip. For a model rotor system deflections will be much
higher than the 4 degrees tested in the UARL wind tunnel. For this
reason the method of correcting this problem at UARL will probably not
work when a high lift system is being tested. The method used -at UARL was
to izcrease. the a rea of the collector. For a substantial df''c.- tioi a
very largze area increase would be necessary.
One advantage with an open test section configuration is the fact
that it is easy to provide an anechoic test section. Because it is open
the sound radiates away spherically and anechoic conditions can be
provided by "wrapping" an anechoic chamber around the test section.
Thlis also allows placement of microphones at relatively large distances
from the model.
Another disadvantage to be considered with an open test section is
the instrumentation. Noise measurements in an open test section/anechoic
chamber can be made outside the flow. This can be done withl standard
microphones without developing a special probe to be used in flow.
There may be some self-noise or pseudo-sound due to the large eddy
structure within the anechoic chamber. This eddy structure is shown in
Figure 49 after -Brownell (26), and has been confirmed in the Aerospace
Windi Tunnel by probing, ith a tuft on a rod. A nose cone would tno,t
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be much help because it would be difficult to align with the flow.
However, the velocities should be low enough not to cause high self
noise problems.
Finally, the noise measurement constraints for this configuration
must be considered,
a) -Microphone should be kept at least one wavelength, of the
lowest frequency souid !being-i &asured, away from the source.
b) Microphone should be kept one quarter wavelength away from
the wedges of the anechoic chamber.
c) Microphone should avoid the corners of the nozzle and collector
to prevent scattering.
d) Microphones should be kept out of the flow since standard
instrumentation is used.
e) Microphones should he kept out of the nozzle and diffuser to
avoid reverberant problems.
The alternative to tohe cited problems with an open jet configuration
is of course retention of a closed test section if the tunnel is already so
equipped. Without treatment, the reverberation effects will be too severe
to consider any serious acous'tic testing. However, considerable strides have
been made in developing hard wall surfaces with good sound absorption
characteristics. Treatment in a closed. test section might consist of a
porous wall backed by a resonant chamber for low frequency attenuation and
a fiberglass blanket for high frequency attenuation. The frequency range
of the low frequency treatment can be broadened by tuning
adjacent walls for different frequencies as shown in Figure 14. The
results of the calculated absorption in the ANIRDL 7 x 10 foot wind tunnel
using the procedure of Beranek (18) are shown in Figure 50. Here the predicted
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increase in hall radius is shown as a function of frequency. This
calculation is based on the predicted change in absorption in Sabines
over that found from reverberant decay measurements with an impulsive
sound source. This type of comparison is qualitative at best, since
the definition of hall radius is based on the idea of a semi-reverberant
room. The region within the hall radius is dominated by the direct
field and presumably measurements within this region contain little
contamination from reverberation effects.
Another problem with a closed test section is the fact that all
measurements must be made within the flow. Additional problems then are
the self noise of the microphone and the pseudo-sound inherent with
natural turbulence in the flow. Figure 51 contains a comparison between
the measured background level in the AMRDL 7 x 10 foot wind tunnel and the
reported (27) sl!f noi q.e nf n R M& n Lt r 1'1 A ; Ill - ho'e fl t-h n, rn~.-
In this particular case improvements in tunnel background noise would have
to be followed by improvements in instrumentation. The frequency
distribution of this self noise is rather flat as seen in Figure 52. Here
a comparison is made between the 1/3 octave spectrum of the B & K
microphone, the background level in a rather noisy wind tunnel and the
predicted pseudo-sound due. to a 1 turbulence level. The pseudo-sound
is estimated from the pressure intensity in isotropic flow:
p = 1.4 p u
A flat spectrum is assumed over 3 decades and corrected to equivalent 1/3
octave bands. In this case substantial reductions in background noise may
be made without the necessity to improve the instrumentation at low
frequencies. At high frequencies improvements in instrumentation are
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necessary but would be in vain due to the pseudo-sound noise floor.
In other words, a balanced approach to the problems of wind tunnel
design involves both the wind tunnel itself, and the instrumentation.
Several authors cite pressure measurements in turbulent flows which
are summarized by Barefoot (24). It is believed that some of this
experience can be directed toward the problem of noise measurements in
flow. One problem appears to be tile use of a screen covered opening
in the design of most wind screens. This induces turbulent flow and
resulting self noise. Experience shows that four equally spaced holes
around the periphery of a streamlined pressure probe perform the same
function of space averaging the pressure field. The lack of sensitivity
to flow angle for such a probe as measured by Barefoot (24), is shown
in Figure 53. The idea here is to keep the flow laminar over the body.
At high flow velocities a body with a favorable pressure gradient over a
c-onsiderable length is necessary. Such bodies can be easily developed.
An example is shown in Figure 54 from Eisanberg (28). This body has the
same shape as the cavity behind a disk in supercavitating liquid flow.
Since the walls of the cavity are a constant pressure surface, a similar
shaped body has the same pressure distribution. Bodies of similar shape
may be useful for enclosing microphones. The authors believe an improved
probe can be developed along these lines that would give a 20 dB improvement
in self noise over a standard microphone with nose cone.
Another major consideration is that the far field is at least one
wave length away from the source. This places restrictions on the model
scale in certain positions. The confining walls of the test section limit
the distance a microphone can be positioned from the source. However, a
properly designed closed jet test section will allow sound measurements
in the region of the tunnel centerline which are usually not poss:ible with
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an open jet configuration. Again the idea of balanced design crops up.
Treatment at the wall should be such that the hall radius, possible
microphone positioning and typical scale-frequency combinations all
be considered together. By this it is meant that if the physical size
of the test section places a lower limit on frequency, then it is not
practical to go to the expense of providing acoustic treatment for much
lower frequencies. (The major expense in acoustic treatment b.eing the
problem of absorption in the low frequency range).
In considering the pros and cons of the two types of test sections,
the authors believe that a closed jet test section provides a cost
effective alternate to the more or less standard open jet configuration.
The technology for hard wall acoustic treatment can be drawn from other
fields, i.e., the NASA Quiet Engine Program. Constraints on mordel scal-
ing and direct:ivity infocmation are outw eiehted by the utility 'of tbhe-
closed jet configuration in areas other than aeroacoustic. Objections
to measurements within the flow can be overcome with the developnment
of instrumentation that is within the state of the art.
Another portion of the wind tunnel that requires treatment is all
four corner sections. Treatment is recommended here for both the
end walls and the turning vanes. It is suggested that all end walls
around-the turning vanes be treated. Here end walls refer to all flat
surfaces in the corners, i.e., walls, floor and ceiling. Recommended
treatment is fiberglass blankets or boards covered with some combination
of perforated metal, screen and mylar to prevent flow erosion of the
fiberglass. The fiberglass covering material to be used depends on the
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flow velocity in a particular corner. This treatment could be mounted
in two configurations. One configuration would be to mount the fiber-
glass and covering on existing wind tunnel surfaces. However, this is
prohibitive due to added tunnel blockage and also more extensive covering
would be required. The second mounting would be to remove existing sur-
faces in the corner and mount the covering flush with the walls with the
fiberglass behind this. iTle walls would then be replaced behind the
fiberglass as a hard backing and support for the treatment. The dis-
advantage of this type mounting would be the expense of removing the
walls and replacing them behind the treatment. However, this second
type of mounting does not restrict the thickness of the fiberglass
which will determine the amount and frequency range of attenuation.
The re:ommendation by the authors is the use of 2 to 4 inch thick fiber-
,glass mntzcd o, the. x i t i .alls. i he L 1U ii to fIlVUll L
the treatment would not be cost effective. The screening to prevent
flow erosion should closely follow Table 10.8 of Beranek (18), Figure
55 herein. This table lists necessary protection for fiberglass treat-
ments for flow velocities up to 300 feet per second. Appendix C lists
various manufacturers of standard fiberglass treatment and screen coverings.
The functions of this treatment differs for the front and back
corners of the wind -tunnel. The front corners, at the end of the test
section leg of the wind tunnel, are treated to reduce reflection of
sound fro~m the source back to the test section, thus providing more
nearly anechoic conditions in the axial directions. The back corners.
at the end of the fan leg of the tunnel, are treated to attenuate
background noise from the fan and prevent most of this sound from reaching
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the test section. The treated front corners will also reduce the fan
noise and other background sources to some extent. The treated corners
will reduce secondary decay modes and the decay "bumps" described in
the experimental section of this report. This type of corner treatment
will also reduce the tunnel reverberant response.
Corrections to Soecific Problems
Mlis section serves as a guideline to correct specific problems
that may or may not exist after the test section and tunnel elbow
modifications have been made. The data that is presently available
is not sufficient to determine if certain problems will exist in the
USAAMiDL 7-xlO-foot wind tunnel. However, testing in the one
tenth model of this facility may help in determining if there are
any aerodynamlic problems associated witht the proposed modifications.
If the background spectra in the test section are higher than
desired in the upper frequency range and if the source of this noise
is determined to be the fan, then turning vane treatment is required.
The turning vanes will tend to focus high frequency sound around
corners without allowing it is be absorbed by the end wall treatment.
This treatment could be in the form of porous acoustic material which
could take on an airfoil shape as cited by Bauer and Widnali (4).
Damping material could be used to prevent "singing" of the turning vanes
if this should be a problem.
If low to midrange frequency background noise from the fan or ether
sources is found in the test section and if most of this noise if found to
be propagating to the test section from the downstream direction, then it
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is recommended that the diffuser be redesigned and a muffler be added
to the diffuser. If this problem does exist most of the noise will be
propagating from the downstream direction. The nozzle reflects lower
frequencies away from the test section. This is demonstrated by
Schultz (14). The type and design of the muffler will depend on what
frequency range is troublesome.
If there is a high background sound level in the test section
from sources other than the fan, then fiberglass treatment is necessary
in selected areas. These areas depend on the source and magnitude
of the background noise and must be selected by experiment in the wind
tunnel or model tunnel. The covering of the fiberglass should be
selected from Figure 55 from Beranek (18).
If there is a high background sound level from the fan for specific
stalling. A number of corrections to this problem are possible. First,
corresponding test section velocities can be avoided. Fan pitch con-
trol and fan speed control may be necessary. The fan could also be
redesigned for low noise and high efficiency over a large velocity
range. If this background noise is pure tone in nature, then the
distance between the rotor and stators should be increased. cThe effect
this will have is shown in Figure 56.
A panel excited vibration can be corrected by reinforcing or
sandloading' the troublesome panels. If the source of panel excitation
is determined to be secondary corner flows, then corner fillets will
eliminate the excitation source. If the vibrations are excited by the
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fan or powerplant, then vibration isolation and vibration decoupling
the source is necessary. If the source of vibration is something
foreign then the tunnel should be vibration isolated from the
foundation,.
The problems outlined above are the most probable ones that might
be found in the 7-xlO-foot wind tunnel. Other problems would probably
be related or be treatable by the methods outlined above. All recommlenda-
tions are reiterated in Table IV.
Exerimental Procedures
To facilitate making noise measurements in a wind tunnel various
experimental procedures are recommended. By proper scaling techniques,
the noise from a model rotor can be scaled into the frequency range
where the acoustic treatment provides optimum performance. This
would insure maximum benefit from an' an oultiS trPtmpni Cre! tic'n
techniques described in this report may prove extremely useful in
extracting the rotor noise signature from the background noise.
The use of microphone probes within the flow has not reached the
peak of possible development. Recently Arndt and Nagel (29) reported
the use of a pressure probe to obtain near field data. These data
gave considerable information about rotor noise harmonics not evident
in the far field signal. Figure 57 and 58 present a comparison of
ne'ar field and far :field data obtained under comnparable conditi~ons.
The microphone probe was positioned upstream of the rotor in such a
manner that contamination from broadband components of the rotor noise
are almost eliminated. Note the higher harmonics in the ne'ar fietld-
spectrum which are masked by broadband components in the far field
noise signature. Arndt, et al., (30) and Barefoot (24) have successfully
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used such probes to measure pressure intensity and- cross correlation
of the pressure field in the mixing zone of an open jet. This type
of probe appears to be far more satisfactory than the use of conven-
tional microphones with wind screens.
Data Correction
Perfect acoustic properties will not be achieved with any
reasonable modification of an existing wind 'tunnel. However, data
correction procedures, such as first suggested by Hartman and
Soderman (5) and revised to include frequency dependence by Arndt
and Boxwell (11) may be proved valid after treatment reduces the
magnitude of the correction. Several correction techniques discussed
in the previous sections may also prove s~uit.able. Aerodynamic. corrections.
discussed in this section will also be necessary.
i.mi tations on Exnerimental Research
Although the state of the art in acoustic treatment, aerodynamic
theory, correlation analysis, etc., can be utilized to achieve reason-
able success in a rotor acoustic research program, it should be
emphasized that certain limits will exist after full utilization of
the suggestions in this report. Cost constraints will limit the
amount that background noise and reverberant buildup can be reduced.
This will set a lower limit on the noise level of a model rotor.
Further theoretical analysis is also required to gain confidence in
the correlation techniques just now being reported in the literature.
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Suggestions for Further Work
Although the data base is limited, there appears to be enough
evidence to indicate that the USAA'NRDL 7-xlO-foot wind tunnel can
be modified to permit aeroacoustic testing. Therefore it is suggested
that a detailed design study be initiated at this stage, incorporating
the suggestions contained in this report. Coincident with this study
there should be a test program to evaluate the aerodynamic and
acoustic properties of the test section. Aerodynamic tests can
evaluate the influence of slots or holes in the test section walls
with regard to possible surging
t
boundary layer buildup and its
influence on diffuser performance, etc. This work can be carried
out in the 1:10 model of the subject wind tunnel.
A study should be made to, include but: not to be limited to,
selection of hard wall acoustic treatment with maximum stmP,'t1Iltnn
in the frequency range where reverberation effects are at a maximum,
an in-depth study of acoustic modelling including the additional
effects of air absorption due to frequency shift, variations in
materials, and the frequency dependent absorption characteristics
of acoustic treatment. Consideration should be given to modelling
the effects of reverberation in the tunnel circuit on the acoustic
properties of the test section. A model scale should then be selected
and a model_ designed.
At the present time a 1:2 scale would appear to be best for
acoustic tests. The influence of reverberation could be handled
by designing the model such that ends can have either anechoic (with
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wedges) or hardwall termination. Data should be collected to first
evaluate the accuracy of the tuned chamber design procedure and to
study the influence (of additional absorptive material in the chamber.
The extremes of anechoic and hardwall termination should give an
estimate of the overall effect of the treated test section when
coupled to the entire wind tunnel circuit. Informationr shouald be
gathered on the relative influence of wall porosity and configuration
such as holes or slots. This work should be coincident with the
aerodynamic testing.
Finally, an assessment of the probable types of vehicles that
will be tested in the future should be made to obtain an intensity-
frequenlcy envelope in which noise measurements will probably be
made. This will determine the type of probe design that would be
consideration since the decision to use a closed jet test section
should be based both on acoustic performance of the tunnel and the
ability to collect acoustic data withir a flow.
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Sumrnarv
The present use of conventional wind tunnels in aeroacoustic research
is probably limited to qualitative evaluations of relative noise levels
from various configurations. The acoustical properties of such facilities
are extremely complex and simple correction procedures based on the simple
theory for a semi-reverberant enclosure do not lead to accurate answers
for complex acoustic problems. Suitable acoustic treatment can lead to
an acceptable aeroacoustic facility. It is suggested that consideration
be given to a treated closed jet configuration.
In conjunction with any acoustic modifications, improvements are necessary
in the types of microphone probes used to collect acoustic data in a flowing
media. Proper selection of model size is necessary to insure that the fre-
quency range of interest falls within the acoustic capabilities of the
facility. Further research is also necessarv to imorove acoust-½ic sirnni
detection techniques to allow measurement of directivity and spectral
density in a less than ideal acoustic environment.
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Figure 48.
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Pressure Field in Unperturbed and Body Perturbed Jets
Note: Numbers in parentheses correspond to SPL in dB
re: 2 x 10
- 4 dynes/cm2 at a tunnel speed of 100
meters/sec. (After Barefoot (24))
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Figure 54. Example of Constant Pressure Body Suitable for
Microphone Housing (After Eisenberg (28))
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APPENDIX A. INVESTIGATION OF PANEL DAMPFING ON REVERBERANT BUILDUP
During the course of this investigation the question of the effect
of damping material on the outside of the tunnel was considered. The
problem was to determine what happened to reflected energy, and if it
could be decreased by using a viscoelastic material on the outside of
the tunnel. This type of treatment would be easy to apply and would
serve the additional purpose of raising the resonance frequency of the
panels.
To investigate this question a single panel was considered as a
series of spring-mass-damper systems, as shown in Figure A-1, where
Pi is the incident pressure, Pt is the transmitted pressure, and Pr
is the reflected pressure defined by,
pi = A, ei (wt-k lx) (A-1)
Pr = B1 ei(tot+k l (A-2)
Pt = A2 ei(tk2 (A-3)
The displacement of the wall is uniform and equal to 5 normal to its
space, is the panel velocity, both positive in the positive x
direction as shown in the figure. The constants are defined as, m,
the mass per unit area, kR, elastic force per unit area, b, damping
constant. The damping constant is made up of two parts, the damping
149.
inherent in a real spring, i.e., panel, kid/w, and the added damping, b
a
Therefore, b = knl/w + b
a
. The differential equation to be solved is,
d2E dE -iwt
m + (2pa + b) + k; = 2A1 e (A-4)
dt
The solution to this equation. results in the particle displacement
at x = 0,
2A1
So = 2 (A-5)
(k - w I) + iw (2pa + b)
The particle velocity at x = 0 is obtained through differentiation
of equation (A-5):
2A
i o1 (A-6)
i(wm - k/w) + (2pa + b)
The transmitted nrPCurmP -nmnlitll, AZ = n=~ ' na,-s , 'r
A
A2 = (A-7)
2 + b+ i(wm--k/w)
1+ - 2pa
From continuity of velocity,
Al - BI = A2 (A-8)
Defining B1 /A1 as the fraction of reflected energy the result is,
B1 A2
A- 1- (A-9)
A1 A+ b + i (m - [/C?
2pa
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In the undamped case the fraction of reflected energy is,
B1
-=1- 1
A1 i(wm - k/w)
A1+ 2pa
Therefore, the effect of adding damping to the outside of the
tunnel would be to increase the fraction of energy reflected over the
entire frequency range. The added damping apparently would be
detrimental to the purpose at hand by causing a reverberant buildup.
m k b
_ I
__ 3I
Figure A--1. Spring-Mass-Damper Model of a Panel
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APPENDIX B. DESIGN PROCEDURE
Th"ne design procedure described in Section III is given here in
detail. Also shown are sample calculations from which the results in
Figures 7 and 8 were obtained. Figure 7 also shows the duct with
appropriate dimensions. Theis design procedure is taken from Beranek(14)
Section 15.3.
- Step 1 Choose the duct height h. Choose this as small as
possible because attenuation increases rapidly with decreas-
ing duct height. The choice of h also governs the bandwidth
of the attenuation curve.
Sample h = 3.5 ft.
Step 2 Choose the frequency f where maximum attenuation is
desired, and using h from step 1 calculate the frequency
parameter n
o
= 2h fo/ao
Sample f = 400 hz0o
2 · 3.5 ft. · 400 hz 2.49
o 1127 ft/sec
Step 3 Calculate the depth d of the treatment
d = 2.9 x 103/f n
o
(inches). Find size of honeycomb cells
6 < ,o/4
2.9 x 103
Sample d = (249) 2.93 in.
o 1127 1 = .70 ft
4 400 4
153.
.Step 4 Find the thickness, t, of the porous layer, t< Ao/10.
And calculate the flow resistance R = 1.5 x 104 no t (inks
rayls/m, t in inches).
AO < 1127 1Samp le t < 400 = .27 ft.
t < 3.38 in.
1.5 x 03_) (2.49) = 1.1 x 104 mis rayls/m
R1 = 3.38
Step 5 Calculate normalized flow resistance Rf/Pao= .92,O .
From these data a suitable material can be chosen. The values
R1 and Rf are related by Rf = Rlt
Rf
Sample = .92rl = 2.29
. pa o
S.tep6 Set up a table with values of rl across the top. Use
T
°
O as one of these and a few higher and lower values.
Sample See Table B-1 for sample calculations of
remaining steps.
Step_7 On the next line find the frequency, f, corresponding
to the values of f = ra /2h.
Step 8 Calculate normalized reactance of the lining for each
frequency, X/pao= 2.23 x 10 / fd (d in inches)
Step 9 From tie values of rl and X/pa find X/rlra
0 0
154.
Step 10 From the value Rf/Ca (Step 5) and X/pa. calculate
Rf Rf/oa
X X/Pao
Step 11 From Figure B-1 and the values of Rf/X from Step 10
find IZI/X and 4. For each value of Rf/X enter the graph from
the right-hand scale, project a horizontal line to the curve
marked Rf/X. From the point drop a vertical line to the curve
marked IZi/X. From this point read the values of IZI/X from
the left hand scale and $ from the lower horizontal scale.
Step 12 Find jZI/Pao0 rby multiplying values of IZI/X by the
correspondong value of X/pas r.
Step 13 For each pair of values IZVp~a r and 4, select the design
curve of Figure B--2 with the corresponding value of nl. For values
n > 1 use the n = 1 curve.
Step 14 Determine Dh, the attenuation in dB per length of duct
equal to the height by entering the proper chart with the values
IZI/paorIand O and interpolating among the contours.
Stepl 15 To get the total attenuation for a length of duct L
multiplying Dh by L/h.
Sample L = 15.6 ft.
L/h = 4.45
155.
TABLE B-1
1.5 2.0 2.49 3.0 3.5
f 241 322 400 482 561
X/pa 3.18 -2.38 1.92 1..59 1.37
X/PPa 2.12 1.19 .77 .53 .39
Rf/X .72 .96 1.19 1.44 1.67
jIZ/X 1.25 1.4 1.5 1.8 2.1
-1.0 -. 85 -. 75 -. 65 -. 5
Iz1/pa, r 2.65 1.67 1.16 .95 .82
Dh 1.7 5.0 7 3.5 2.7
L/h x Dh 7.6 22.2 31.2 15.6 12.0
h ..
42.5
2
15
10
1I1. I I 0- - Ia ro: 0 io
-I57-IA -12 -l.0-08-0 -0.4 -02 0 rodi!ns
0-6 -io-60 -0 -40i- A - 0 degrees
~9~07-0J-90 
-X\I 
Figure B-1. Design Curve - copied from Beranek (20)
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APPENDIX C
The following is a partial list of companies that manufacture
standard acoustic treatments:
1. Eckel Industries, Inc.
2. Johns-Manville
3. Armstrong Cork Co.
4. Pittsburgh Corning Corp.
5. Sintered Specialities Div., Parker Pen Co.
6. U.S. Mineral Products Co.
7. Arno Adhesive Tapes, Inc.
8. PPG Industries, Fiber Glass Div.
9. Conwed Corp.
10. Troymills, Inc., Industrial Products Div.
11. Brokaw Cork Co., Inc.
12. Asbestospray Corp.
13. Ultra-Adhesives, Inc.
14. Markel Rubber Products Co., Inc.
15. Deccofelt Corp.
16. Flock Process Corp.
17. American Rubber & Plastics Corp.
18. The Aeroacoustic Corp.
19.. Carey E]ectrrnnics FcnEnnprina in' Mc?-l T!as ne 
20. Vibration Eliminator Co., Inc.
21. Dolphin Paint & Chemical Co.
22. Duracote Corp.
23. Brunswick Corp., Technical Products Div.
24. Celotex Corp.
25. Owens - Corning Co.
I
